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Chapter 1

20 Essential
Technical SEO
Tools for Agencies

written by

brian harnish

T

here is no shortage of technical SEO tools for
agencies.

From identifying issues with site speed, to crawling, to
indexing, it’s important to have the right tools in your
arsenal to identify any technical issues that may be
impacting organic search performance.
What follows is a list of essential technical SEO tools
that every SEO professional should become familiar
with.
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1. Screaming Frog
Screaming Frog is the crawler to have.
To create a substantial website audit, it is crucial to first perform a website crawl
with this tool.
Depending on certain settings, it is possible to introduce false positives or errors
into an audit that you otherwise would not know about.
Screaming Frog can help you identify the basics like:
Missing page titles.
Missing meta descriptions.
Missing meta keywords.
Large images.
Errored response codes.
Errors in URLs.
Errors in canonicals.
Advanced things Screaming Frog can help you do include:
Identifying issues with pagination.
Diagnosing international SEO implementation issues.
Taking a deep dive into a website’s architecture.
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2. Google Search Console
The primary tool of any SEO should be the Google Search Console.
This critical tool has recently been overhauled. The new version replaced many
old features while adding more data, features, and reports.
What makes this tool great for agencies? Setting up a reporting process.
For agencies who do SEO, good reporting is critical. If you have not already set
up a reporting process, it is highly recommended that you do so.
This process can save you in the case of an issue with website change-overs,
when GSC accounts can be wiped out. If it is wiped out, it is possible to then
go back to all of your GSC data because you have been saving it for all these
months.
Agency applications can also include utilizing the API for interfacing with other
data usage as well.
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3. Google Analytics
Where would we be without a solid analytics platform to analyze organic search
performance?
While free, it provides much in the way of information that can help you identify
things like penalties, issues with traffic, and anything else that may come your
way.
In much the same way as Google Search Console works, if you setup Google
Analytics correctly, it would be ideal to have a monthly reporting process in
place.
This process will help you save data for those situations where something awful
happens to the client’s Google Analytics access.
At least, you won’t have a situation where you lose all data for your clients.
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4. Web Developer Toolbar
The web developer toolbar extension for Google Chrome can be downloaded
here.
It is an official port of the Firefox web developer extension.
One of the primary uses for this extension is identifying issues with code,
specifically JavaScript implementations with menus and the user interface.
By turning off JavaScript and CSS, it is possible to identify where these issues are
occurring in the browser.
Your auditing is not just limited to JavaScript and CSS issues.
You can also see alt text, find broken images, and view meta tag information and
response headers.
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5. WebPageTest.org
Page speed has been a hot topic in recent years, and auditing website page
speed audits brings you to a plethora of tools that are useful.
To that end, webpagetest.org is one of those essential SEO tools for your agency.
Cool things that can be done with WebPageTest.org include:
Waterfall speed tests.
Competitor speed tests.
Competitor speed videos.
Identifying how long it takes a site to fully load.
Time to first byte.
Start render time.
Document object model (DOM) elements.
This is useful for figuring out how a site’s technical elements interact to create the
final result, or display time.
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6. Google Page Speed Insights
Through a combination of speed metrics for both desktop and mobile, Google’s
PageSpeed Insights is critical for agencies who want to get their website page
speed ducks in a row.
It should not be used as the be-all, end-all of page metrics testing, but it is a
good starting point.
Here’s why: PageSpeed Insights does not always use exact page speed. It uses
approximations.
While you may get one result with Google Page Speed, you may also get
different results with other tools.
To perform an effective analysis, it is crucial to maintain the mindset that
Google’s PageSpeed provides only part of the picture.
To get the entire picture of what the website is really doing, it is recommended to
use multiple tools for your analysis.
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7. Google Mobile-Friendly 		
Testing Tool
For any website audit, determining a website’s mobile technical aspects is also
critical.
When putting a website through its paces, Google’s Mobile-Friendly Testing tool
can give you insights into a website’s mobile implementation.
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8. Google’s Schema.org
Structured Data Testing Tool
This tool performs one function and one function well: it helps you test Schema
structured data markup against the known data from Schema.org that Google
supports.
This is a fantastic way to identify issues with your Schema coding before the code
is implemented.
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9. GTMetrix Page Speed Report
GTMetrix is a page speed report card that provides a different perspective on
page speed.
By diving deep into page requests, CSS and JavaScript files that need to load,
and other website elements, it is possible to clean up many elements that
contribute to high page speed.
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10. W3C Validator
You may not normally think of a code validator as an SEO tool, but it is important
just the same.
Be careful! If you don’t know what you are doing, it is easy to misinterpret the
results, and actually make things worse.
For example: say you are validating code from a site that was developed in
XHTML, but the code was ported over to WordPress.
Copying and pasting the entire code into WordPress during development does
not automatically change its document type. If, while during testing, you run
across pages that have thousands of errors across the entire document, that is
likely why.
A website that was developed in this fashion is more likely to need a complete
overhaul with new code, especially if the former code does not exist.
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11. SEMrush
SEMrush’s greatest claim to fame is accurate data for keyword research and
other technical research.
What makes SEMrush so valuable is its competitor analysis data.
You may not normally think of SEMrush as a technical analysis tool.
However, if you go deep enough into a competitor analysis, the rankings data
and market analysis data can reveal surprising information.
You can use these insights to better tailor your SEO strategy and gain an edge
over your competitors.
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12. Ahrefs
Ahrefs is considered by many to be a tool that is a critical component of modern
technical link analysis.
By identifying certain patterns in a website’s link profile, you can figure out what
a site is doing for their linking strategy.
It is possible to identify anchor text issues that may be impacting a site using its
word cloud feature.
Also, you can identify the types of links linking back to the site – whether it’s a
blog network, a high-risk link profile with many forum and web 2.0 links, or other
major issues.
Other abilities include the ability to identify when a site’s backlinks started going
missing, its linking patterns, and much more.
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13. Majestic
Majestic is a long-standing tool in the SEO industry with unique linking insights.
Like Ahrefs, you can identify things like linking patterns by downloading reports
of the site’s full link profile.
It is also possible to find things like bad neighborhoods, and other domains a
website owner owns.
Using this bad neighborhood report, it is also possible to diagnose issues with a
site’s linking arising out of issues with the site’s website associations.
Like most tools, Majestic has its own values for calculating technical link attributes
like Trust Flow, Citation Flow, and other linking elements contributing to trust,
relevance, and authority.
It is also possible through their own link graphs to identify any issues occurring
with the link profile over time.
Any agency’s workflow will greatly benefit from the inclusion of Majestic into
their link diagnosing processes.
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14. Moz Bar
It is hard to think of something like the Moz Bar, which lends itself to a little bit
of whimsicality, as a serious technical SEO tool. But, there are many metrics that
you can gain from detailed analysis.
Things like Moz Domain Authority and Moz Page Authority, Google Caching
status, other code like social open graph coding, and neat things like the page
Metas at-a-glance while in the web browser.
Without diving deep into a crawl, you can also see other advanced elements
like rel=”canonical” tags, page load time, Schema Markup, and even the page’s
HTTP status.
This is useful for an initial survey of the site before diving deeper into a proper
audit, and it can be a good idea to include the findings from this data in an
actual audit.
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15. Barracuda Panguin
If you are investigating a site for a penalty, the Barracuda Panguin tool is
something that should be a part of any agency’s workflow.
It works by connecting to the Google Analytics account of the site you are
investigating. The overlay is intertwined with the GA data, and it will overlay
data of when a penalty occurred with your GA data.
Using this overlay, it is possible to easily identify situations where potential
penalties occurred.
Now, it is important to note that there isn’t an exact science to this, and that
correlation isn’t always causation.
It’s important to investigate all avenues of where data is potentially showing
something happening, in order to rule out any potential penalty.
Using tools like this can help you zero in on approximations in data events as
they occur, which can help for investigative reasons.
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16. Google’s XML Sitemap Report
in Google Search Console
This is one of those technical SEO tools that should be an important part of any
agency’s reporting workflow.
Diagnosing sitemap issues is a critical part of any SEO audit, and this technical insight
can help you achieve the all-important 1:1 ratio of URLs added to the site and the
sitemap being updated.
For those who don’t know, it is considered an SEO best practice to ensure
the following:
That a sitemap is supposed to contain all 200 OK URLs. No 4xx or 5xx URLs
should be showing up in the sitemap.
There should be a 1:1 ratio of exact URLs in the sitemap as there are on the site.
In other words, the sitemap should not have any orphaned pages that are not
showing up in the Screaming Frog crawl.
Any parameter-laden URLs should be removed from the sitemap if they are not
considered primary pages. There are certain parameters that will cause issues
with XML sitemaps validating, so make sure that these parameters are not		
included in URLs.
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17. BrightLocal
If you are operating a website for a local business, doing SEO should involve
local SEO for a significant portion of its link acquisition efforts.
This is where BrightLocal comes in.
It is normally not thought of as a technical SEO tool, but its application can help
you uncover technical issues with the site’s local SEO profile.
For example, it is possible to perform an audit of the site’s local SEO citations
with this tool. Then, you can move forward with identifying and submitting your
site to the appropriate citations that have not happened yet. It works kind of like
Yext in that it has a pre-populated list of potential citations.
One of its essential tools that is great to have is that it lets you audit, clean,
and build citations to the most common citation sites (and others that are less
common).
BrightLocal also includes in-depth auditing of your Google My Business
presence, including in-depth local SEO audits.
If your agency is heavy into local SEO, this is one of those tools that are a nobrainer from a workflow perspective.
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18. Whitespark
Whitespark is more in-depth when compared to BrightLocal.
Its local citation finder allows you do a deeper dive into your site’s local SEO, by
finding where your site is across the competitor space.
To that end, it also lets you identify all of your competitor’s local SEO citations.
In addition, part of its auditing capabilities allows it to track rankings through
detailed reporting focused on distinct Google local positions such as the local
pack, local finder, and, as well as detailed organic rankings reports from both
Google and Bing.
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19. Botify
This tool is one of those in-depth tools that comes along once in a great while.
For technical SEO, Botify is one of the most complete technical SEO tools
available.
Its claim to fame includes the ability to reconcile search intent and technical SEO
with its in-depth keywords analysis tool.
It is possible to tie things like crawl budget and technical SEO elements that map
to searcher intent.
Not only that, it is possible to identify all the technical SEO factors that are
contributing to ranking through its detailed technical analysis.
In its detailed reporting, it is also possible to detect changes in how people are
searching, regardless of the industry that you are focused on.
The powerful part of Botify includes its in-depth reports that are capable of tying
data to information that you can really act on.
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20. Excel
Many SEO pros aren’t aware that Excel can be considered a technical SEO tool.
Surprising, right?
Well, there are a number of Excel super tricks that one can use to perform
technical SEO audits.
Tasks that would otherwise take a significantly long time manually can be
accomplished much faster.
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Super Trick #1:
VLOOKUP

Super Trick
#2: Easy XML
Sitemaps

With VLOOKUP, it is possible
to pull data from multiple sheets
based on data that you want to
populate in the primary sheet.

Coding XML Sitemaps manually
are a pain, aren’t they?

This function allows one to
do things like perform a link
analysis using data gathered
from different tools.

Using a process of coding that
is implemented quickly, it is
possible to code a sitemap in
Excel in a matter of minutes, if
you work smart.

If you gathered linking data
from GSC’s “who links to you
the most” report, and other data
from Ahrefs, and other data
from Moz, you know that it is
impossible to reconcile all the
information together.
What if you wanted to
determine which internal links
are valuable in accordance
with a site’s inbound linking
strategy?
Using this VLOOKUP video, you
can combine data from GSC’s
report with data from Ahrefs’
report to get the entire picture of
what’s happening here.

Not anymore.

See the video I created showing
this process.
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Super Trick #3:
Conditional
Formatting
Using conditional formatting,
it is possible to reconcile long
lists of information in Excel.
This is useful in many SEO
situations where lists of
information are compared
daily.
Want some more Excel
tricks? Make sure to read
Chapter 10 of this guide:
Using Excel for SEO: 5
Essential Tips & Tricks You
Might Not Know.

Tools Alleviate
Manual Work
& Create
Streamlined
Workflows
For the competitive SEO agency,
there is no shortage of SEO tools
at your disposal to get the job
done.
From link monitoring, to
reporting, to identifying website
technical issues, tools can mean
the difference between a lean,
mean, and awesome SEO
agency and one of the rest.
Where do you want to be?
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12 great link
building tools
that are essential
to your success

written by

Kevin Rowe

L

ink building strategies certainly have changed over the
years.

So have the SEO tools we use.
Since the old automated link building tools that automatically
placed comments like KontentMachine or GSA’s Search
Engine Ranker, modern tools have moved to a manual
research and outreach platforms.
Tools that I and many of my link building colleagues use today
look more like ones used for public relations (PR) rather than
link building,
In fact, some of my favorite tools are for PR.
However, there are still some tools specific to link building that
are not going anywhere.
My list here has both PR tools that can be used for link building
as well as link building specific tools.
The tools available can be listed in three areas:
Research.
Prospecting and outreach.
Reporting.

Link Research Tools
I consider research not the process of finding sites but the
process of determining what type of sites you should be
approaching.
This means you should be establishing quality criteria,
categories of sites, authority metrics, and others.
Below are the two tools with the largest database of links and
robust reporting.
I’ve included both of these sites as I constantly see each having
data that the other doesn’t.
You may find some links to you our your competitors’ sites in
Majestic that aren’t listed in Ahrefs, and vice versa.
These tools can be used together to build a comprehensive list
of sites to analyze.
As with many SEO tools, the pricing has packages and
depends if you pay for the year or monthly.
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PRICING:

$79.99

per month with 1 user
PAYMENT OPTIONS:

Monthly or receive
discount for annual

Majestic
I can play around in Majestic for days, just swimming through the amount of
links.
Here are some recommendations on how to use it and what reports should influence your link building.
Topics: This data can be used to identify the types of sites you should be generating links from. Consider running this report on the link profiles for top ranking
sites, then finding sites that fit into similar categories.
Referring Domains: Use this to evaluate:
The number of unique domains you should be focusing on building for 		
your site.
The trust/citation flow distribution (count of domains by trust/citation 		
flow).
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PRICING:

$99

per month with 1 user
PAYMENT OPTIONS:

Monthly or receive
discount for annual

Ahrefs
In contrast to Majestic, Ahrefs has some reports that are much easier to run
inside the tool.
It certainly costs more, but if you want more data, then Ahrefs is the right
choice.
Here are reports to use in Ahrefs over Majestic:
Pages > Best by links: Two useful applications of this report are:
Identify competitors’ most linked content to influence your content 		
strategies.
Identify type of sites that link to content you will produce.
Pages > Best by link growth: This is a “trend” report that provides
content that is generating links over the last 30 days. Find content here that is
receiving a rapid number of links and create content that is more robust.
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Prospecting & Outreach
Tools
Finding highly relevant sites, that will link to your content, is
the most excruciating part of link building.
You can create a large list of sites and bulk outreach to save
time, but when you’re evaluating your link building success
on:
Links gained per hour.
The quality of those links.
Then it’s best to handle prospecting manually or in a semiautomated approach.
The tools I’ve listed below can be used for the most popular
link building strategies.
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PRICING:

Starts at

$67/month
STRATEGIES:

Broken Link Building
APPLICATION:

Prospecting

Broken Link Builder by
Citation Labs
This tool is worth noting in the prospecting list as it can reduce the time it
takes to find broken links.
Inside the Opportunities report, you will have a list of broken links along with
the sites that are pointing to those links.
Check out my SEJ article on broken link building for tactical advice on using
this data.
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PRICING:

$99-1.5K+
/month
STRATEGIES:

Blogger outreach, influencer
outreach, online PR
APPLICATION:

Prospecting,
Outreach

Pitchbox
Pitchbox is certainly one of the more pricey tools on the market when
compared to email tools like MailChimp, but the integrated prospecting is
helpful to reduce the time to qualify sites.
If it wasn’t for a few key features, it would truly be a glorified
email system:
Prospecting sites list builder
SEO metrics integrated right into the opportunities report
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PRICING:

$99-499+
/month
STRATEGIES:

Blogger outreach, influencer
outreach
APPLICATION:

Prospecting

BuzzSumo
What a great tool for building lists of blogs, influencers, and authors!
Out of all the prospecting tools on the list, BuzzSumo has the best filtering
options.
You can use the tool for a lot of purposes, but for link building, these are two
very effective use cases:
Identifying authors: The content research and influencers sections
provides lists of authors/influencers that is searchable by keywords in the
content they shared or produced. One fantastic use-case for this is to search
through the “most shared” report and find influencers that received more
than 2,000 shares of their content then outreach to them to share yours. This
can yield a lot of natural links.
Identifying sharers/backlinkers: The second use-case goes a layer
deeper than the first, finding those that have shared the content. Pull a list
of shares or backlinking websites by content then create similar, but better
content.
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PRICING:

$97-297+
/month
STRATEGIES:

Blogger outreach, influencer
outreach, directories, blog rolls,
resource linking
APPLICATION:

Prospecting,
Outreach

Ontolo
If you’re a technical link builder then Ontolo might be your tool of choice.
It certainly doesn’t have the user-friendly setup of BuzzSumo, but its robust
features makes up for it.
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PRICING:

$3/site or
$2/side bulk
STRATEGIES:

Local Citations
APPLICATION:

Prospecting, outreach,
citation submissions

BrightLocal
Citation building is important for local SEO and should be considered a link
building project.
One of the tools with the best value for submitting and managing citations is
BrightLocal.
There are two components to BrightLocal: citation monitoring and citation
building.
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PRICING:

$124-$299
/year
STRATEGIES:

Blogger outreach, influencer
outreach, directories, blog rolls,
resource linking
APPLICATION:

Prospecting,
Outreach

Link Assistant
Part of the SEO Power Suite, this deceivingly simple tool has some surprises
packed into the prospecting functionality.
I’m not going to talk to the older tactics that Link Assistant can be used for
(e.g. forum linking), but the guest posting, giveaways, and links pages
(resource pages) can yield a large, unfiltered list for you to dig through.
As you filter through the list of sites on any of the prospecting lists, you can
create a custom email for each site.
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PRICING:

Starting at

$2000/year
STRATEGIES:

Influencer outreach,
Online PR
APPLICATION:

Prospecting, outreach

Muck Rack
In contrast to the other tools, link building is a byproduct of your campaign
using Muck Rack.
Here you can find journalists for major or niche publications.
Don’t expect to use standard link building tactics to win placements here, as
it’s a true online PR play.
Link building is moving towards influencer outreach and online PR, so PR
tools should be on this list.
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Reporting
Although many of the tools in the previous section have
reporting functionality built in, I’ve found them all to lack
enough custom reporting or the ability to associate links to
ranking performance.
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PRICING:

Starting at

FREE

STRATEGIES:

Influencer outreach,
Online PR, Citations,
directories, et al

Google Sheets
You may not expect to see this widely-accessible tool on a list for link
building, but the ability to fully customize your reports means it can be used
for almost any reporting.
To start, a simple report you can create is a link acquisition and quality
report.
Include the following columns on the sheet:
General fields
Date acquired
Link details
Domain
Placement URL (page of link)
Anchor text
Page title
Destination URL (what page on
your site the link points to)

Linking domain metrics
Domain Authority (Moz)
Page Authority (Moz)
Linking domains (Ahrefs linking
domains pointing to the page
where your link lives)
Total links (Ahrefs links pointing to
the page where your link lives)
Spam score (Moz)
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PRICING:

$49-$499
/month
STRATEGIES:

Influencer outreach,
online PR, citations,
directories, et al.

Agency Analytics
Agency Analytics automatically populates the dashboard with data from
Moz and Majestic and connects that data to critical performance metrics,
like ranking and organic traffic.
Qualified traffic that converts to leads or sales is the purpose of our link
building and SEO efforts so reporting needs to make a connection between
them.
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PRICING:

$19/user per
month
STRATEGIES:

Influencer outreach,
online PR, citations,
directories

Cyfe
This tool can be built out as a hybrid between Google Sheets and Agency
Analytics, meaning it’s very customizable but can also automatically, and
easily, aggregate data from multiple sources to create a meaningful report

Conclusion
I’ve curated this list with the intent to have a tool for every reader, providing
enterprise-level with affordable solutions and highly technical tools to the
very simple.
But most of all, I hope you can find a tool here for the link building tactic that
best fits your approach.
Furthermore, I want you to realize the diversity in the available tools and that
you will need to select the right one for the job.
You don’t need to have a $1,000 monthly tool budget to be a link builder,
but all of them will take time.
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This sponsored chapter was written by CopyPress. The opinions expressed in this article are
the sponsor’s own.

G

oogle has been the major power in search for roughly 18 years. That means
young marketers entering the workforce have never known a life without
Google as their main search appliance. Throughout that time, through a multitude
of algorithmic, business, and technological changes, two things have remained
true:
Google uses links as a backbone to its ranking algorithm.
Google’s only reliance in this world is on great content. The day it stops
delivering relevant results for queries is the day it ceases delivering value.

There is no argument that SEO has drastically changed over the years. It
has become a sweet mixture of art and science.
The ever-changing landscape has rewarded those of us that have gone down the
path of mastering this mixture with lucrative careers. We are sought after because
people want practitioners that can see and adapt to the future, not those that are
tied to the past.
Despite all of the change and need to stay on top of the ever-changing market,
those two items I stated have remained true. Every site needs links and content in
some varying degree of each other.

The issues that have faced SEO are:
Developing great content and developing great links is arguably the most
expensive portion of developing organic search results.
Developing great content often falls to another silo in an organization, and
often remains uninfluenced by search.
The reason for point two is that it is often difficult to plan, measure, and
report the ROI of content development. This became especially true once
personalized search appeared making “rankings” less than a concrete
metric, and Google took away visibility on organic search traffic keyword
sources.
CopyPress developed the Keyword Juicer as a tool to address this issue for
SEO.
The tool is designed to squeeze out keywords you may have never focused on
for content creation. It uses machine learning to bucket similar terms as Google
sees it, and it allows search professionals to order content as well as predict and
report on its ROI.

Let’s Start With Machine Learning
I love machine learning and AI. I also believe people often try to engineer
solutions to problems that don’t actually exist.
Here are the problems we were looking to solve:
Traditionally SEO has looked to create content around valuable “keywords.”
However, the reality is that many keywords have a semantic similarity, and thus,
very similar search results.

Some examples:
1. Popular Infographics

2. Award Winning Infographics

Traditionally, SEO practitioners wouldn’t look at these two terms as being
extraordinarily similar. They share the term “infographic,” but if you are
optimizing for an infographic development agency, this is the very top of
their seed list.
Historically, these terms may have been earmarked for two separate pieces
of content. However, looking at the results, we find that 7 out of 10 of the
organic listings across the two SERPs are similar. Google either finds the terms
to be similar OR feels that content from these seven URL answers the queries
appropriately.
A smart marketer armed with the Keyword Juicer can quickly pool similar terms
into buckets (with a similarity percentage they customize), so they can find
groups of terms they can create 10 times the amount of content around to own
multiple SERPs through one piece of content and minimize costs.
We tackle the task of bucketing and similarity analysis by:
1.

Pulling the top 10 search results for each keyword we pull via SEMrush.

2.

We then use a logistic regression to compare every URL set against every
other URL set. This is a huge task. To put it into perspective, for a 10,000
keyword list, we have to run 100 million comparisons.

3.

Once we have similar percentages, we then bucket terms together.

4.

We then display the buckets with the FULL keyword count, volumes, and
value of each bucket and whether we found one of your URLs in the top
100 URLs ranking for that term.

More importantly, we show you your current traffic volume and what percentage
of the total universal traffic you have. This allows you to highlight high-value
buckets that you do not have value or have low-value numbers for and prioritize
their content creation.
We then allow you to pull Readable.io scoring for all of the URLs that rank in the
top 10 for the buckets keywords. You can use this data to create style guides for
your content based on the competitive averages and data.
We then allow you to track your baseline traffic and measure future gains in the
system. Then, you can show your CEO we spent $2,000 on this piece of content,
but it will generate $24,000 worth of traffic over the next year based on volume
and comparative costs per click.

Squeezing Out Valuable Keyword
The reality of SEO life is that keyword research is very time-consuming.
Basic seed term creation is no longer an issue with great tools like SEMrush
readily available to us all.

However, building huge lists of keywords and analyzing their value and priority
is something that has remained a staple of SEO auditing and analysis.
In our system, we are able to take competitors and squeeze out the terms they are
ranking. This “juice” is found in two places.

1.

Unbucketed: This “bucket” of terms is anything that is similar to other 		
terms we measured (at least shares one URL with another term but does 		
not match the percentages you set to bucket. You can find meaningful
terms here that are longer tail and turn them into singular buckets that you 		
can then move into content production.

2.

Not Related: These are terms whose top 10 terms do not have any 			
similarities to any other terms. Here you will find the longest of the 			
long tail, but a lot of these terms will be wildly unrelated terms. It is a 			
good space to find new seed terms. It is also very valuable for 			
negative keyword list building for PPC.

The Keyword Juicer is meant to be used iteratively. You start with one group of
seed terms and competitors in one project, and as you scoop up new seeds and
find new competitors, you begin new projects with the new data, slowly growing
a massive usable list of data.

Tracking Value You Can No
Longer Track
Keyword Juicer allows you to take gap analysis to new levels. Not only can you
show the opportunity in search to a customer, CEO, or another stakeholder, you
can lay out a plan of action and measure it as it goes into work.
Further, you can measure traffic growth based on keyword and bucket-level,
helping you replace some of the visibility lost when you lost access to Google
search data in analytics. While it is not an exact traffic analysis, it is close enough
to accurately gauge the opportunities and wins.
Our goal with creating the Keyword Juicer was to create a tool that allows
marketers to easily scale, analyze, and report on content value.
Our vision is that marketers will need to continue to think like publishers to stay
valuable in Google’s eyes, and they must balance this need to create content with
the reality that marketing dollars must show ROI.
While the concepts we used to build the software are not new, we allow for the
use of these trusted tactics with the power of modern machine learning and elastic
server technology to help the marketer go further with their analysis.
As a part of our sponsorship, we are offering everyone who has downloaded this
ebook a free Beta version of the software to test and give feedback on.
You can sign up for your account and training sessions at
KeywordJuicer.com.
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o what makes a premium keyword research tool worth the
investment? Why even use one in the first place?

In short: It’s all about the collected data, time being saved, and
the deeper knowledge of the vertical that can be gained by the
user.
In addition to directly speeding up the discovery process,
keyword research tools also grant you access to current and
historic data that can turn challenging campaigns into wellplanned missions. Plus, you can discover your competitors’
content gaps across search engines.
When it comes to SEO, the difference between great data and
poor data is all the difference in the world.
Having information on demand and the knowledge to
strategically target relevant search terms is critical.
Many experts in our industry know how to do it by hand the
old-fashioned way; and there’s nothing wrong with being able
to create content around keywords that are statistically proven
using the DIY approach.
However, the amount of time you will save in the long run can
be worth the up-front cost of a high-quality SEO tool package.
A premium SEO keyword research tool offers invaluable
benefits to agencies.
A great tool should be able to scale up as accounts and
employee levels grow.
Let’s cover seven well-known keyword research tools in the SEO
world and go over the benefits and features that each provides,
each using a single search term for comparison.
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PRICE:

FREE
Google Keyword Planner
Often referred to as AdWords Keyword Planner, Google’s classic keyword
research tool is a feature within the AdWords ecosystem.
The big question for those doing
SEO: is it still relevant in 2018?
Long considered the baseline
standard for SEO keyword insights,
Google loves to make it difficult to
use for SEO pros with minimal PPC
expertise.
Keyword Planner can show trends
and data at a city, region, even for
a Nielsen DMA-level area (perfect
for major metropolitan areas).
When coupled with landing pages
from your competitors, it’s easy to
pull relevant high-volume keywords.
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Google’s Keyword Planner is also one of the best fundamental tools to use when
teaching those new to SEO about the landscape, especially when you have the
access to active AdWords campaign data.
One of the major criticisms voiced by the SEO community revolves around the
merging of search volumes for similar keywords.
Previously, each search variation would have its own reported volume (e.g., “dog
park near me” would report differently than “dog pars near me”) and the oftenrepeated sentiment among SEO professionals allude to a weakened level of
service and general uselessness.
Considering the rising competition in the industry, and the improvements many of
the bigger vendors have made in recent years, it’s easy to understand this side of
the discussion.
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PRICE:

From $99/mo for
Standard to $599/
mo for Premium

Moz Keyword Explorer
Long held as the industry standard for SEO resources, Moz continues to update
their core services, and their Keyword Explorer tool is no exception.
Pricing is for the entire suite of services, which is ideal for agency or multi-seat
requirements.
Recent changes of Moz’s service offerings have been met with mixed-to-positive
reviews. While that can be said for many vendor efforts in search marketing, Moz
is a company that continually tries to keep up with the trends and provide cutting
edge solutions as they have for over a decade.
When you enter a term into the Moz search box, you’ll receive a combination of
data segments.
Keyword Overview looks at the entered term on its own and addresses expected
searches per month, the difficulty of competing against Page 1 results for the same
term, a rough estimate of organic click-through opportunities (versus paid ads
and non-organic positions on the search engine results page), and the perceived
priority that the user should assign to optimization for this term, where the higher
the score, the higher the demand and a lowered level of competition.
For what it does well, there are a few issues with Moz’s tool.
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For one, it tends to rank among the lowest in the volume of keyword suggestions provided,
with roughly 1,000 results delivered per seed term.
Moz also provides the same granularity of search volume data that Google’s Keyword
Planner provides, providing estimated ranges rather than concrete numbers. It can also
be argued that since seasonality and demand are an important factor when it comes to
volume per month, that a lack of granularity shouldn’t be held against them, but rather, be
seen as a barometer of expectations rather than a predictive service.
Moz updates their U.S. database frequently across 40 million+ Google search engine
results pages and cycle upwards of 15 million keywords on a monthly basis, allowing for
them to keep up with changes in the landscape and how people search.
Moz’s Keyword Explorer provides a user-friendly aesthetic that allows agencies to quickly
identify opportunity, track performance, assess competitive threats, and drill down into the
page-level details for head and niche terms.
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PRICE:

From $99/mo
for Pro to $399/
mo for Business,
Free for first ten
uses

SEMrush
SEMrush has a well-earned reputation as one of the best search engine
optimization tools in the marketplace.
This tool suite provides paid and organic keyword data, along with competitor
information, and does it well.
SEMrush excels at many things, but we’re here to focus on keyword research for
organic search.
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When you enter a search term, SEMrush can provide hundreds of thousands of
keyword suggestions (among the major players in the industry, only Ahrefs can
boast about delivering more).
When you enter a search term into the box, you’re presented with a number of
panels that may seem a bit daunting at first.

By drilling into the organic competitors section, you’ll begin to understand why
their platform is ideal for competitive keyword gaps, as it will show other in-kind
and general domains that occupy the search landscape.
Being able to cross-check seed and long-tail keyword data with what your
competitors are ranking for is a major reason why many search industry veterans
use SEMrush.
SEMrush will also cover terms it believes are semantically-relevant for the initial
query at both a phrase and relational keyword level.
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Often, this data will require a bit of filtering, but this is doable within Keyword
Analytics, as is the ability to determine the type of SERP features that a term ranks
for across your site or the competition, thanks to a Position Tracking option.
This feature also outlines potential outcomes for Page 1 rankings based on
competition, difficulty, and can also handle multiple-location campaign tracking
at the city and hyperlocal level, making SEMrush a powerful service.
For agencies that wish to collaborate across internal teams and believe SEO and
PPC work best when they work together, SEMrush also has you covered. PPC
data is also provided for a keyword, which is critical for high-competition, highcost conquesting campaigns.
SEMrush provides considerable data related to organic search results, but its
historic information on ad history and other paid search metrics vital for deeper
collaboration within an agency or in-house work can’t be beaten.
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PRICE:

From $99/
mo for Lite to
$999/mo for
Agency

Ahrefs Keywords Explorer
Disclosure: The author is a subscribed user of Ahrefs and is not being compensated for his review.

Ahrefs Keywords Explorer is a powerful, all-purpose SEO tool which provides an
expansive database that is updated monthly.
Ahrefs’ keyword generator provides more results than any other tool in the
marketplace, and they provide full transparency about how their metrics and
database operate.
When a keyword is identified in Keywords Explorer, Ahrefs takes you to the
screen below, where the amount of options provided can feel overwhelming at
first.
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Ahrefs has many strengths outside of keyword research, but the data they provide
when a term is entered is outstanding.
Keyword Explorer provides multiple levels of data along with terms broke out in
parent/child topic format, making it easy to pinpoint intent and fine-tune terms
which apply and those which overlap.

They break down terms by search volume, click data (which can be toggled
given that many informational queries receive high search volume but low clicks),
and a difficulty rating system.
For topic-related key terms that appear when a keyword or keywords are added,
you’re presented with a number of data points.
This includes the term’s placement ranking on SERP, along with the type of SERP
result, the estimated difficulty of reaching first-page rankings, along with a dropdown SERP snapshot which pulls in the result for the user, all on-demand.
Tracking can be done at the city level and by language.
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One of the downsides of Ahrefs is its price.
While the tool is powerful, it can be a challenge to scale for smaller agencies
who would rather have many seats for users and client accounts.
Ahrefs offers options outside of their normal pricing structure via a “Contact Us”
link.
But if you’re OK with a single login and fine with being booted when another
user needs to do research, Ahrefs is a well-rounded solution for any digital
marketing agency.
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PRICE:

Varies

BrightEdge Data Cube
Disclosure: The author is a subscriber of BrightEdge services and is not being compensated for his review.

Of all the tools being covered here, BrightEdge is likely the one that sticks out the
most.
Whereas other options are either free or can be manually integrated on a
monthly level and by anyone with a mouse and keyboard, BrightEdge is a
platform that handles client reporting, domain management, integration across
Google and Adobe analytics, as well as social media integrations and analysis.
BrightEdge is also the one that doesn’t allow for manual submission of tracked
domains – to do that, you’ll need to speak to your client rep.
Often compared in discussions with fellow SaaS vendor Conductor, BrightEdge
offers a robust keyword research tool known as Data Cube, which provides
historic data on a monthly level for any domain or keyword.
The Data Cube feature can be easily added to their reporting platform, known
as Story Builder, which makes providing client reports with broad performance
results for terms that center around a common segment a breeze.
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Because Data Cube only tracks at a U.S.-level for desktop and smartphone,
filtering will be important.
In the top-right, you can add filters covering a number of categories using
include, exclude, greater than, less than, or by number.
This comes in handy when you use the Data Cube for competitor gap
assessments; the filter can easily exclude branded search terms to highlight how
non-branded performance for a site compares to their real-world reputation (or
how other forms of marketing and advertising influence consumers).
The only big downside is that Data Cube updates monthly, usually around the
6th to the 9th of the new month. This, however, is overshadowed by how well it
covers keyword data for the term and by domain.
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BrightEdge is a powerful platform that is great for agencies that are seeking to
scale up with minimal hassle.
Contracts typically run for one year and services provided can be added or
customized to fit your agency’s current and growing needs.
Tracked keywords are also additional, which can often fail to scale up based on
the demands of each new client, but provide exceptional hyperlocal tracking to
the ZIP code level and update weekly.
Keyword granularity is minimal at best, and research features in Data Cube
don’t go broadly into parent topics or cover paid search metrics like Ahrefs or
SEMrush, but for a young agency with a young staff and the desire to keep it
drag-and-drop, BrightEdge is ideal.
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PRICE:

FREE
Ubersuggest
Developed by industry thought leader Neil Patel, Ubersuggest is a free tool
that anyone can use, and it functions similarly to how Google’s search bar uses
autocomplete.
You can easily see this for yourself by heading up to the omnibox and typing in a
word slowly, letter by letter.
This is a time-wasting task that nobody wants, making Ubersuggest a great way
to expedite this.

Once you’ve entered your term, you’ll first see a summary section highlighting
search volume, estimated CPC, and the logarithmic level of perceived
competition.
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The best part? You don’t have to focus on web results.
You have the options of zooming in on Google’s Image, Shopping, YouTube, or
News results as well. Considering the price tag, this is pretty nice to have.
Ubersuggest also supports numerous languages and countries, which other
premium services often make it a challenge to replicate or find inside of their
platform.
Because Ubersuggest uses Google’s autocomplete API, this tool is great for both
young and experienced SEO pros who either seek a quick way to learn about
how search works, or are comfortable with how keywords and content work
together at a topic level.
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PRICE:

From $48/mo
for Pro Lite to
$88/mo for Pro
Plus

KeywordTool.io
Often compared to Ubersuggest, Keyword Tool uses Google’s autocomplete API
to pull in data by speeding up the manual process at a high rate.
The biggest benefit of using this service is that, unlike Ubersuggest, you can also
pull terms across Bing, Amazon, and even eBay.
While the website claims to be free, this is a half-truth.
You can see the
keywords provided,
but to access the
data behind the
pulled terms (search
volume, competition,
etc.), you’ll need to
pay.
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The benefit of using KeywordTool: it works well for discovering variations of
keywords to build content around.
The downside: all of the other tools above do the same thing.
Are there any benefits to getting a Pro Plus account? Well, it offers a simplistic
user experience and it could be worth it if eBay or Amazon search optimization
is important to you.
It’s a well-made tool, but it doesn’t cover deeper needs of content marketing,
which rely on a deep understanding of topics, context, and semantically-related
terms.

Which SEO Keyword Research
Tool is Right for your Agency?
This is, by no means, an exhaustive list of keyword research tools.
Even among the tools discussed in this chapter, there is no “perfect” keyword
research tool. Each tool has benefits and shortcomings.
When selecting a keyword research tool, it’s best to understand where your
agency’s strengths and weaknesses lie.
Tools such as Google Keyword Planner and Ubersuggest are great for quick
compiling of keyword data. In many cases, the data that can be exported from
their outputs can help seed deeper research with the help of Moz and Ahrefs
Keyword Explorer.
While Moz and Ahrefs (especially SEMrush) are more robust in their data being
provided, they come with a steeper learning and usage curve for inexperienced
SEO pros. They also require more of an upfront cost, which may not be feasible
for a new agency.
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A service like BrightEdge comes with the biggest costs associated, but its SaaS
solution for SEO covers many areas inside of a single ecosystem, including the
ability to explore keyword data. This may be a benefit for agencies that wish to
reduce redundancies across vendors, but eventually, it is likely that the need for
a second tool will present itself as talent and effort levels increase inside of your
SEO department.
One tool that we didn’t go over involves you – the digital marketer.
Because great content requires a deep understanding of the main idea (e.g.,
“ac repair houston”) and the supporting subtopics that require coverage
(e.g., “central ac vs portable ac systems”) and the common issues that
users seek answers for (e.g., “freon,” “refrigeration loops,” “coolant refills,”
“troubleshooting”), the effectiveness of a keyword reporting tool is only as strong
as the SEO pro using it.
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3 Easy Keyword Research Methods
You Can Do In Less Than 10 Minutes
With A FREE tool
Do you want three effective ways to find tons of highly targeted keywords?
The problem with most keyword research is that it starts by going to Google
Keyword Planner, which only will spit out a fraction of the ideas you need, and
requires a lot of creativity to get going.
In this chapter I’ll show you three easy keyword research methods that you can
perform with free tools.

1. Find “Easy Win” Keywords
Did you know you might be sitting on a hidden pile of gold?
If your site has been around for a while, there’s a good chance that with a few
changes you could drastically improve your traffic.
The vast majority of the traffic is on the first page of Google – especially in the
top 3 positions, which can account for more than 30 percent of the total traffic!
It’s great to be in the top 3, but what about all the keywords that you’re ranking
for below that in positions 4-30?

Google already “likes” you for these keywords and sees you as relevant, you just
haven’t broke into the top positions.
So if you could find these keywords that your site is ranking for, and boost them
up, you could see a massive jump in traffic!
We want to move keywords that are just missing the first page to make the move
up to the first page and we want keywords at the bottom of the first page to move
toward the top.
How do you find these keywords?
You can use our free tool: Google Rankings Checker.
First enter your URL and click search. After it gathers the data it will display a list
of keywords that your website is ranking for.
Because most clicks go to the top three positions, look for the keywords ranking in
the 4-30 slots and focus on boosting those up.

You can look at your pages and make sure that they are properly optimized. If
not, you could add the keyword to the page in the title or H1. Additionally you
could build some internal links to the page with that keyword or some external
links!

2. Uncover Your Competitor’s Keywords
The task of brainstorming for new keywords can be daunting. Especially in small
niche industries, how many keywords are actually relevant to your company?
The good thing is you can just uncover what your competitors are ranking for!
First, go to our free tool Google Rankings Checker and type in your
competitor’s URL. They can be direct competitors (where they sell the same thing
you do) or indirect competitors (meaning they just market to the same people you
do).
Examine the list of keywords and take note of the phrases that you aren’t
targeting. Start

3. Find Related Keywords
When you’re going to create a new piece of content, it’s a good idea to
understand the topic at hand to maximize the amount of traffic you can get from
the long tail.
You know your main keyword for the article, but what other facets of the subject
should you be including to help rank for additional long-tail phrases?
Here’s how to find those long tails:
First, go to our Google Keyword Planner Alternative and put in a seed
keyword.

Our tool will spit out a list of awesome long-tail keywords you can use throughout
your article to rank for more phrases! Make sure to include these variations while
writing your content.
Remember that you don’t have to create a new article for every new keyword
you come up with. You can also go back and add these new keywords to your
already existing webpages.

Conclusion
Keyword research doesn’t have to be a guessing game. You can drastically and
quickly improve your traffic by using these three easy methods!
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o you know what your SEO competitors are doing, how
they rank in Google, and how much traffic they get?

Knowing this information can be the difference between future
SEO success or failure.
That’s why a competitive analysis is an essential step when
developing your SEO strategy.
This chapter will explore some SEO competitive analysis tools
that can help you answer all (or most) of your questions and
provide you with the most accurate data about your client’s
current competitive landscape.

SERP Analysis
This section will cover tools that can show you what’s going on in
Google SERPs for any domain you want to analyze.
Please note that there may be some data discrepancies.
The tools listed below work by scraping Google search results and
the dataset accuracy mostly depends on the number of keywords
that each of these tools has in its database.
The reason why the number of keywords matters so much is pretty
simple. The more keywords a software has, the better it can show
your competitor’s current ranking positions and their estimated
traffic.
Also, we can’t ignore the logic behind peeking under a
competitor’s hood.
The process is based on matching the keywords for which several
domains are ranking: if datasets overlap, chances are these sites
are competitors.
However, when we try to analyze relatively small sites (i.e., that
have less than 1,000 keywords), we come across an issue.
For instance, some of these tools can show that a domain’s
competitors are YouTube or Wikipedia even though the real
competitors are lurking.
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1. Searchmetrics
This tool was founded in 2005 by Marcus Tober and was primarily focused on
competitive analysis. After a couple of years, Searchmetrics began shifting its
focus more toward the enterprise market.
As content marketing influence kept growing, Searchmetrics concentrated on
content marketing performance rather than SEO.
However, the Searchmetrics Suite will still tell you about a site’s position in
search, how well a certain domain is ranking in Google, and for what kind of
keywords it is ranking for.
As I mentioned earlier, some tools can incorrectly identify your competitors.
Searchmetrics, in particular, has an algorithm that is based on matching sets of
keywords without considering any additional metrics.
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On the screenshot below you can see that Searchmetrics shows that the
competitive landscape of Search Engine Journal consists of Google, YouTube,
and Wikipedia:

However, let’s not jump to conclusions here.
If we let this minor flaw slide, I can say that Searchmetrics has a nice array of
handy organic rankings reports that automatically filters out long-tail keywords
by displaying them in a separate tab:
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2. SpyFu
Just like Searchmetrics, SpyFu has been around for a while and specializes in
providing SEO competitive landscape data.
If you’re trying to identify your most aggressive competitors, SpyFu can also give
you a list of competitor names for the domain you’re analyzing.
Here’s a screenshot that shows rivals of the same domain I analyzed using
Searchmetrics. Obviously, SpyFu is much more accurate.
The SEO Overview
dashboard is another great
feature.
It gives you a
comprehensive overview
of a domain’s performance
such as the distribution of
its position on the first page
of search results and some
other details.
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3. iSpionage
It seems like most tools visualize their data alike.
However, iSpionage supports more search engines including Bing and Yahoo,
and covers Google databases like Australia and Canada.
Unlike SpyFu, the
list of top organic
competitors in
iSpionage doesn’t
look so well
organized.
However, it’s one
step ahead of
Searchmetrics by
displaying fine-tuned
results:
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4. SEMrush
If you go to G2Crowd, you’ll find that SEMrush is the leading SEO software for
small and mid-sized businesses.
SEMrush supports an extensive database of 131 countries (e.g., Google
databases).
I ran the same analysis to identify organic competitors for Search Engine Journal,
and the results are quite impressive:
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Another cool feature is that SEMrush’s dashboard displays proportion of
branded to non-branded traffic, the number of search queries, and the amount of
traffic branded search brings along with how its been trending over time:

SEMrush also shows you what category (or categories) does a domain belong
to based on the keywords for which it ranks in Google.
Knowing this will help you locate successful keywords your competitors are using
to rank well in Google, and whether those keywords are relevant to your niche.
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5. Ahrefs
Ahrefs is well-known for its outstanding quality of backlink data and being
among the best link tools on the market.
Not so long ago Ahrefs has implemented a set of reports for competitor analysis
that shows you a list of competitors based on the number of related keywords.
Speaking of data accuracy, Ahrefs won’t detect your competitors with precision
because Ahrefs doesn’t count in such metrics as the size of a domain or the type
of industry a domain belongs to.
To organize their data and put things in order, Ahrefs has excluded big domains
like Quora, Google, and Apple from their results. This will really improve the
overview of the landscape they’re building.
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If you feel like there is some inconsistency with your keyword strategy, use
Content Gap report. This report allows you to spot the keywords your rivals are
visible for but your domain isn’t:

This gives you an opportunity to seize the moment and improve your rankings.
Taking advantage of this information can help you move forward with your SEO
strategy.
Note: Be sure to read Kevin Rowe’s chapter, 12 Great Link Building Tools That
Are Essential to Your Success, to learn how you can take advantage of analyzing
your competitors’ backlink profiles.
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6. SERPstat
SERPstat is new to the market and seems to mirror features other SEO software
tools have.
The quality of its data is comparable to SEMrush and SpyFu.
The main dashboard gives you an overview of the most visible pages, which is
extremely useful.
It will save your time
and help you avoid
the endless process
of exporting organic
rankings data and
building pivot tables
in Excel:
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7. BrightEdge
BrightEdge is an enterprise-level platform that offers many great features for
keeping an eye on competitors.
For instance, BrightEdge’s SEO X-Ray technology consolidates myriads of
keywords in a “Reverse Index” of the web. It reveals which keywords are moving
your competitors on top of SERPs – and that you should be taking advantage of
as well.
SEO X-Ray follows the trail of your organic search history and identifies
previously unknown competitors so that you can stay alert.
It also lets you analyze your competitors’ SEO campaigns in great detail, along
with their recent link strategies, or find which of their single pages drive the most
organic traffic.
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8. Conductor
Conductor is another enterprise-level tool you can look into if you need more
options.
Their source of keyword data comes from SEMrush.
Conductor allows you to view the market share that belongs to a certain brand
you’re analyzing by pointing out both its current situation, and estimates its future
potential growth.
This kind of data can help your clients comprehend their future SEO prospects,
and gives reasons why hiring an agency is their best bet.
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Traffic Analytics
Analyzing the SERPs helps you to understand your competitive
landscape and gives you a list of pages that are ranking well in
search engines.
But the fact that some sites may be showing up on the first page
of search results doesn’t necessarily mean they’re getting a lot of
traffic.
What’s more important is getting access to real user behavior that
can reveal hidden SEO opportunities.
That’s why you can’t survive without tools that can give you traffic
analytics insights.
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9. SimilarWeb
SimilarWeb helps you learn exactly how a site attracts traffic.
This tool shows you traffic distribution across all channels (Search, Social, Direct,
etc.) and also displays the percentage of search traffic that comes from various
search engines.
The option of looking up the keywords that bring the most visitors from search
engine results is at your disposal.
With the help of this data, you can tell for certain which keywords should be your
priority because they have the potential to bring more traffic to your client’s site.
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SimilarWeb also shows you the list of competitors based on what kind of sites are
ranking in search engines for the same set of keywords:
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10. SEMrush Traffic Analytics
SEMrush has some traffic analytics data, but there’s still some work that needs to
be done to improve its functionality.
SEMrush offers information about traffic distribution across various search
engines but unfortunately provides no keyword data.
Currently, SEMrush Traffic Analytics doesn’t have any data for mobile devices,
so for some industries where the volume of online traffic is always high, this data
may not be so valuable.
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11. Alexa
Historically, the biggest complaint against Amazon-owned Alexa has been its
inaccurate data.
Originally, Alexa’s traffic data was gathered from users of the Alexa toolbar.
That all changed in 2008 when Alexa updated its ranking systems to include
more sources. However, it’s really hard to say how much the data has changed,
for the better or worse, since that time.
Regardless, Alexa is still a popular service that boasts a lot of (paid) competitive
analysis reports that can give you a good representation of demographics and
traffic data.
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12. Quantcast
Quantcast used to have a product comparable with SimilarWeb, but about a
year ago they’ve decided to get rid of their standard solution and switched to
custom-made reports that represent unique datasets based on clients’ needs.
This tool can be a good fit for enterprise-level clients who want to see custombased datasets to further interpret what’s going on in the industry.
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13. Jumpshot
Jumpshot is a promising and overall consistent tool that launched only a couple
of years ago.
Its data comes from Avast – and the data quality is high.
Jumpshot can also shed some light on such intricate data like CTR of a specific
button located on your rivals landing page. Not bad for competitive intelligence.

Conclusion
Hopefully, this chapter will help you make an informed decision as you’re
selecting your competitive analysis tool.
There are many great tools available – but ultimately it’s about choosing the tool
that is right for you.
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your guide to
selecting seo
rank tracking
tools

written by

BENJ ARRIOLA

I

n the early years of SEO, ranking was the primary measure
of success.

SEO professionals focused on ranking #1 for their desired
golden keyword and relied heavily on rank tracking tools to
monitor their improvement over time.
Over the years, SEO pros quickly learned that ranking alone is
a poor indication of success.
Ranking #1 for a keyword means little when that keyword
brings little relevant traffic or few conversions.
This realization prompted SEO pros to combine rank tracking
with other metrics, such as organic search traffic and
conversions.
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Should We Track Ranking?
As Google improved over the years, tracking keyword rank has become more
difficult on the most widely used search engine.
Among the problems with rank tracking:

Google Doesn’t Like Keyword
Tracking Tools
Google has to spend money to keep the search engine alive. Its primary source
of revenue comes from ads and sponsored results.
Rank tracking tools visit search engines and use the server resources; however,
they do not contribute to Google’s revenue flow because they don’t click on the
ads.
Google has also created Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that allow
developers to obtain keyword ranking data without Google’s user interface.
APIs provide the rank tracking data developers need for free.
The only catch is that Google limits the number of API requests per day.
As a workaround, most rank tracking tools scrape the ranking results directly from
Google’s result pages.
When Google detects this, it will display a CAPTCHA form to verify that the query
was made by a human.
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Since there are also tools to work around the CAPTCHA form, Google will
temporarily block the IP address if there are rapid, successive queries from the
same IP address.
If the pattern of scraping continues for a significant amount of time, Google will
ban the IP address from visiting Google.
When looking for rank tracking tools, this is one of the main features you need to
consider, especially if you plan to track a large number of keywords.

Google Displays Different Results
in Different Locations
Keywords will rank differently when the search is done in different geographical
locations, especially if the keyword is about a local company, organization, or
person.
Keywords like “car mechanic,” “dentist,” and “plumber” often have a local intent
and you can expect these results to be different depending on where they are
searched from.
When looking for rank tracking tools, also consider if they are capable of
tracking results from different regions especially the ones associated with your
target market.
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Google Delivers Personalization
to Results
Google tracks the types of results you tend to click on and the results you hit the
back button on.
Google can do this whether you are logged into a Google account or not;
however, it can be more difficult when you are logged out.
To disregard personalization, several techniques are used such as:
Logging out of a Google Account.
Using Private Browsing or Incognito Mode on your web browser.
Adding the URL parameter &pws=0, which tells Google to disable 		
personalized web search results.

Ranking as a KPI
If keyword ranking seems to be inconsistent, should we even report on it as a key
performance indicator (KPI)?
You can show an SEO client #1 rankings for keywords, but when they search
that keyword in their location or on their personal browser, it may be a different
ranking position.
The main factor to pay attention to is not the rank itself, but the trends.
Rank shifts are important to make note of regardless of the ranking position.
Even when the ranking is different in other regions or on people’s personal
browsers, the trends of movement will often remain consistent.
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Types of Rank Tracking
Tools
Keyword ranking tools come in different forms and can be
classified based on installation type.
The three main types are:
1.
2.
3.

Web Browser Plugins
Desktop Applications
Web-Based SaaS Applications

This chapter will discuss each type, along with their unique
advantages and disadvantages.
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1. Web Browser Plugins
Browser plugins are add-ons that extend the capabilities of your web
browser. SEOBook’s Firefox Rank Checker Extension is the only one
of its kind.

Advantage
Using a plugin is helpful because it can mask the scraping tool as a
web browser.
Because Google doesn’t like rank tracking tools, if it tries to detect
the user-agent, which is like the identification card of a web browser,
it will appear as Firefox instead of a scraping script because the tool
runs within Firefox.
It runs instantaneously, thus if you need to find the ranking quickly,
you can use this plugin and get the ranking numbers right away.

Disadvantage
Even when a Firefox plugin has the user-agent of a normal web
browser, the speed and behavior of the queries done from the same
IP address will appear unnatural.
Getting blocked from search engines is common when using this
plugin if you run a large number of keywords.
Browser plugin ranking tools are ideal for small sets of keywords,
typically 100 or less, when you want the results immediately.
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2. Desktop Applications
Desktop applications are programs you install on your own
computer.
As a standalone program, they do not require the web browser.
They are capable of running larger lists of keywords without
getting blocked by Google.
Desktop applications accomplish this in two ways:
Emulating human behavior by adding time and 		
pauses between queries, copying a web browser user-		
agent, downloading all page assets (e.g., images), and not
just the ranking results.
Using a rotating list of IP addresses that you supply.
This allows the tool to make it appear as if the queries are
coming from different computers worldwide.
Examples of tools like this:
WebCEO
SEO Smart Suite
Internet Business Promoter
Advanced Web Ranking
Many of these tools are not only for rank tracking and can be
used for a number of purposes like backlink analysis or keyword
research.
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Advantage
Can run a larger amount of keywords compared to the browser
plugin tool without getting blocked by Google.

Disadvantage
Even with human emulation and using a number of proxy IP
addresses, if you are using this within a digital marketing agency
that has multiple SEO clients, it will be difficult to handle them all.
You can’t speed up the process because that will counteract the
human emulation.
You can attempt to increase the number of IP addresses, but this
greatly increases the cost if you are getting new IP addresses just for
the sole purpose of rank tracking.
Desktop application rank tracking tools are ideal to use for small
boutique SEO businesses, or for conducting SEO on your non-SEO
business.
This works when you don’t have a large amount of keywords to
track, and it will keep the cost down.
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3. Web-Based SaaS Solutions
Web-based software as a service (SaaS) solutions do not run on
your local computers. Instead, they run on a subscription-based
server.
This eliminates the challenge of maintaining multiple IP addresses.
These solutions don’t run on your computer, so you don’t need to
worry about leaving them running overnight.
This really is a better solution, which is why many of the desktop
applications mentioned above also have web-based versions of
their products.
Some of these web-based services focus primarily on ranking, while
others have multiple capabilities.
Primarily rank tracking tools:
Authority Labs
AWRCloud
Stat
Multipurpose SEO tools that include rank tracking:
Dragon Metrics
Linkdex
BrightEdge
Searchmetrics
Conductor
seoClarity
Moz
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Advantage
Web-based solutions are more stable, require less maintenance,
and manage IP rotation for you.
Many of the web-based tools have the capability to track local
results within a city, as well as international results for different
countries, which allows you to track ranking for your target market.

Disadvantage
Web-based solutions tend to cost more than the desktop application
rank trackers, and since they run on a server, most rank tracking is
queued and scheduled, so you will not get immediate results.
It’s best to use these SaaS solutions when you are a large digital
marketing agency or a large SEO company.
The other options may not be able to handle the large volume of
keyword tracking that is needed when dealing with multiple clients.
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Tracking Number of Indexed
Pages
Aside from tracking the ranking of keywords in search engines, you can also
track the amount of pages indexed by search engines.
There are three ways to determine this in Google:
Using the Site: operator to view the number of results that appear for a 		
specific domain.
Using Google Search Console’s (GSC) report on the number of indexed 		
pages.
Using GSC’s status of indexed pages within your submitted XML sitemap.
All three will often give different results.
Usually the GSC indexed pages will give the largest number of pages, but may
include duplicate content pages.
GSC’s status on the pages indexed within your XML sitemap is only helpful if
your XML sitemap has a complete list of all the URLs on your site.
The site: operator will often have the fewest number of URLs because it removes
pages with thin or duplicate content, low-quality pages, and spammy pages.
This information can be obtained from Google alone; however, there are many
tools that will pull this information for you along with their rank tracking software.
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Tracking Local Maps Ranking
In local SEO, you must optimize organic search results containing geographic
information like a city, state or country.
You also must optimize the results in Google Maps and other online map
websites where the ranking algorithm is different from the main organic search
algorithm.
Since optimization here is targeted separately, it needs to be tracked separately
using local map rank tracking tools.
One platform that does this is BrightLocal. It will track your businesses ranking
within local maps results and you can set the location of where the search query
runs.

Pricing Is Determined by the
Number of Keywords
Every search query uses server resources on web-based rank tracking tools.
It takes a longer time to run and increases the risk of getting blocked by search
engines.
When running desktop applications, you can add in as many keywords you like,
but to avoid getting blocked by search engines, you either decrease the speed
of the request or you can keep the speed high but increase the number of IP
addresses you will use to run the queries.
Running the request more slowly will cost more as it will take longer to complete.
Using a higher number of IP addresses also incurs additional costs.
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2 Tools That Have No Price on the
Number of Keywords
Google Search
Console
The Google Search Console is
free.
Google doesn’t charge by the
keyword, but you aren’t allowed
to specifically assign keywords to
track.
It will just show you the top
1,000 keywords that have high
rankings, impressions, and clicks.

SEMrush

You can assign specific
keywords to be tracked and
priced accordingly.
If you don’t assign keywords,
it will scrape various phrases
from the pages of your site
and check the ranking of those
phrases at a low frequency,
about once a month or longer.
Both GSC and SEMrush may
not choose the keywords
you really want to track, and
they won’t give you the latest
ranking numbers, but they can
supply you with thousands to
literally millions of keywords
that your site ranks for.
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Select the Best Rank Tracking Tool
for You
This wasn’t meant to be an exhaustive list of SEO rank tracking tools. These are
just a few rank trackers that I (and many others in the SEO industry) consider
essential.
I highly suggest you do your own research.
New keyword rank tracking tools are coming out all the time.
There will be rank tracking tools that only do rank tracking and there will be some
that are more expensive that do a lot more – and possibly could replace some of
your other SEO tools.
Some tools may have APIs where you can integrate the data with your custombuilt tools.
Other tools may be focused only on the U.S. market, while others might be
international or some other specific country where rank tracking should be done
on other search engines (e.g., Baidu, Yandex, Naver, Seznam or others).
Consider all of this during your rank tracking tool selection process.
Find the rank tracking tool that best suits your specific needs.
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A

quality SEO reporting tool is a necessary investment for any
digital agency, large or small.

For one, clients are going to want to see evidence of progress. It’s
a whole lot easier to have an automated report with all important
key performance indicators (KPIs) delivered on a scheduled basis,
rather than manually assembling and cross-referencing data points
at the last minute.
Additionally, good SEO reporting software will give you the
information you need to flag action items, see the results of
experiments, and ultimately run a successful SEO campaign.
There are hundreds of SEO reporting tools on the market, each with
its own benefits and drawbacks.
Agency Analytics, SEMrush, Moz, Google Data Studio, Authority
Labs, and SE Ranking are just a handful of the resources available
to agencies.
Similar to the adage in real estate – pick any two of location,
price, or size – as an agency you must weigh the balance of price,
features, and ease of use.
For instance Google Data Studio is free and comes jam-packed
with rare features like database integration, but there is a steep
learning curve.
SEMrush is always adding new features and is relatively easy to
use, but it will cost a pretty penny, especially for larger agencies.
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What to Look for in SEO Reporting
Tools
With so many SEO reporting tools out there, how can you be sure you’re
choosing the right software for your agency?
Here are are 13 essential requirements of SEO reporting tools.

1

2

Accurate & Current
Regional Data

Integration with
Third-Party Tools

SEO reporting is all about data,
so it’s important that the software
have access to accurate and
current data localized to your
client’s targeted region.
Search data from the U.S. is
meaningless if your client is trying
to rank for London plumbing
services, so localization matters.
Data must be updated reliably so
you can make informed decisions
about where your client stands
against the competition.

Especially for full-scale digital
marketing campaigns, the ability
to report on all KPIs in one place is
essential.
The more available integrations
with third-party tools (e.g., Google
Analytics, Google My Business,
Majestic), the better.
Some tools even allow you to
upload custom data sets.
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3

4

Scalability

Strong Suite of
Features

You don’t want to have to retrain
on or reinvest in new software
every time your agency reaches a
new tier.
The right SEO reporting tool should
work just as well whether you have
one client or 200.

A great SEO reporting tool should
include:
Position tracking.
Backlink monitoring.
Competitor data.
Analytics.
It is a bonus if the tool has
reporting features for social media,
email marketing, call tracking,
and/or paid ads to make it a fullsuite digital marketing software.

5

6

Continually
Improving &
Updating Features

Ability to
Customize Reports

SEO is constantly evolving. So
should SEO reporting tools.
As we continue the transition
from website optimization to web
presence optimization, the ability
of reporting tools to integrate new
features is essential.

Each client will have different KPIs,
objectives, and priorities.
Reflecting this in reporting is
paramount to client retention.
Your reporting software of choice
should be able to emphasize the
right data at the right times.

7

8

Client Integration

Ability to White
Label Reports

A good SEO reporting tool must
have the client in mind.
It should have a simple bird’s eye
overview of the basics, but also be
easy for clients to dig into the data
at a deeper level.
This can mean automated summary
reports or 24/7 client access to the
dashboard.

While white-labeling is not
essential (no client will sniff at
receiving a report with a Google
logo in the top corner), it helps
keep branding consistent and
gives a professional sheen to
everything you send a client’s way.

10
9

Cost-to-Value Ratio

Access to Support
Resources

With a proper process, time
investment, and leveraging support
resources, it is entirely possible
to get better results out of a free
reporting tool than one that breaks
the bank.

When you encounter a roadblock,
quality support resources can
help you find a detour.
Whether it’s detailed support
documentation, a chat feature/
support desk, or responsive
customer support on social media,
finding the help you need to solve
the issue is important.

No matter which direction
though, you want to keep costs
reasonable.
The last thing you want is a
reporting software that causes
hesitation in expanding your
staff or client base due to the
associated cost.

11

12

Ability to Export
Reports

Automation

Even if clients are given
unrestricted access to the
dashboard, you want reporting
that is even more accessible.
The ability to export all data
via PDF, CSV, XLS, or e-mail is
important.

13
Ease of Use
There is value in intermediate and
advanced reporting tools that
might take longer to learn but
facilitate more complex analysis.
In general, however, the ability to
quickly get new users up to speed
is important, whether they are
clients or staff.

With the ability to automatically
send reports on a recurring basis,
you can save time and money
and dedicate those resources
elsewhere.

Top SEO Reporting Tools
In evaluating five of the most popular SEO reporting tools based on
the above criteria, here is how they stack up:

In considering all requirements, Agency Analytics stands as the
best value, followed by SE Ranking, SEMrush, Google Data
Studio, and Authority Labs.
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MY OVERALL
RATING

4.7/5
1. Agency Analytics
Agency Analytics is a quality introductory/intermediate reporting tool for agencies.
Among the tools on this list, it is one of the most cost-effective and easy to use for small
to mid-sized agencies.
It starts at $49 per month with unlimited staff and client logins, a white-label
dashboard, and automated branded reports. You can also purchase additional
campaign and keyword credits if you hit the default cap.
Agency Analytics comes with 30+ third-party data integration, from the basics like
keyword rankings and Google Search Console to integrations with call tracking
software, email marketing software, and more.
However, this reliance on third-party data means if there is an interruption in the
transmission, you may have incomplete reports.
Though new integrations are always being added, they can be glitchy at first which
makes them unreliable to share with clients until stabilized.
With the ability for clients to log in and view daily data updates, it provides real-time
transparency.
Automated reports can be customized, and the drag-and-drop customized dashboard
makes it easy to emphasize priority KPIs.
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MY OVERALL
RATING

4.7/5
2. SE Ranking
The most cost-effective of the tools on this list, SE Ranking has plans starting at
just $7 per month – though the minimum of $39 per month plan is necessary for
agencies monitoring multiple websites.
Setup is a breeze, as the on-screen tutorial guides you through the process.
SE Ranking features a strong collection of SEO-related tools, including current
and historical position tracking, competitor SEO research, keyword suggestion
tool, backlink explorer, and more.
SE Ranking is hooked up with Zapier, which allows users to integrate more than
1,000 apps and provide a high level of automation between apps like Klipfolio,
Salesforce, HubSpot, and Google Apps.
At a beginner to intermediate level, SE Ranking is an effective SEO reporting
tool.
You may want to look in a different direction if your agency requires more
technical implementations or advanced customization.
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MY OVERALL
RATING

4.4/5
3. SEMrush
SEMrush is one of the most SEO-focused reporting tools on the list, which is
reflected in their features. Starting at $99 per month per user, SEMrush provides
a full suite of tools that can be learned at an intermediate level.
A major downside of SEMrush, especially for cost-conscious agencies, is that an
account comes with only one user login.
Having to purchase individual licenses for each SEO analyst or account
manager adds up quickly and everything but the business license caps out at
three users per account. This makes scalability an issue.
SEMrush has both branded and white label reports, depending on your
subscription level. It uses a proprietary data stream, tracking more than 800
million keywords.
The ever-expanding “projects” feature covers everything from position tracking
to backlink monitoring and social media analysis.
Though it doesn’t fall specifically under the scope of SEO reporting, SEMrush’s
innovation makes it a one-stop shop for many agencies.
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Project features include Ad Builder, which helps craft compelling ad text for
Google AdWords, to Social Media Poster which allows agencies to schedule
client social posts.
Combining such diverse features under the SEMrush umbrella offsets its relatively
high cost, especially if you can cancel other redundant software.
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MY OVERALL
RATING

3.6/5
4. Google Data Studio
Currently in beta, Google Data Studio is one of the newest offerings from the
Mountain View megacorp.
Though it is much more technical and requires more time investment to set up than
most other tools on this list, it should be intuitive for staff who are familiar with
Google Analytics.
If you’re on the fence, GDS is completely free.
A major upside to GDS is superior integration with other Google properties like
Analytics, Search Console, AdWords, and YouTube.
Like other reporting tools, it also allows third-party data integration, but the
ability to query data from databases included MySQL, PostgreSQL, and
Google’s Cloud SQL sets it apart.
With proper setup, you can customize reports with important KPIs, pulling from
lead information and customer information. For e-commerce clients, you can
even integrate sales data.
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Though initial setup will be much more technical, the ability to import templates
saves time and effort.
You can also create your templates, which better reflect your processes and can
be shared across clients. Google also has introductory video walk-throughs to
help you get started.
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MY OVERALL
RATING

3.2/5
5. Authority Labs
If you’re looking for a straightforward position tracking tool, Authority Labs gets
the job done.
Authority Labs is $49 per month for unlimited users, though for white label
reporting you will need to upgrade to the $99 per month plan.
You can track regional ranking data, get insights into “(not provided)” keywords,
track competitor keywords, and scheduled automated reporting.
However, the lack of other essential features like backlink monitoring or analytic
data means you will have to supplement this tool to provide a full SEO reporting
picture for clients.
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Conclusion
There are many quality SEO reporting tools on the market.
SE Ranking has fantastic cost to value ratio, while Google Data Studio has
advanced reporting capabilities if you can withstand a higher barrier to entry.
Agency Analytics prioritizes client access which is a big deal if transparency is a
core value for your agency.
Authority Labs keeps it lean and clean, while SEMrush is always adding
innovative features.
Consider what matters most to your agency. Is it:
Feature depth?
Scalability?
Cost-to-value ratio?
Once you weigh the factors that matter most for your agency, you can find the
right SEO reporting tool.
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T

he complicated, multifaceted nature of SEO should be selfevident to most marketers.

Even on a small website, you still need to get the technical basics
right, analyze how your audience searches for your products,
create great content, then promote your brand.
Amidst all of these moving parts is the need to track progress
against business objectives and monitor competitor activity.
If we scale that challenge to enterprise level, where thousands
(sometimes millions) of keywords are at stake, across territories
and multiple devices, SEO could seem like something of a
thankless chore.
This is where the all-in-one SEO software suite comes into its own.
Businesses use these platforms to avail of everything from an at-aglance performance overview to detailed insights about specific
website issues.
As SEO continues to evolve into an ecosystem of interfaces and
devices, linked together by searches – both typed and spoken –
the need for a unified view of strategy is greater than ever.
Brands are backing this up with their marketing budgets, too.
Marketing spend on SEO in the U.S. alone is projected to reach
almost $80 billion annually by 2020, according to Borrell
Associates’ Trends in Digital Marketing Services report.

One of the chief SEO-related expenses is technology.
Digging a little deeper, we can see from SEMPO’s State of Search
2016 report that nearly 60 percent of brands manage their SEO
program through a third-party software solution:

Clearly, the enterprise SEO technology market is big business –
and it only looks set to get bigger.
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What Is an SEO Software Suite?
The phrase “SEO software suite” can be somewhat tricky to pin down.
There are so many potential components to an SEO strategy that the task of covering
them all – and covering them well – in one platform is a sizable task.
So first of all, let’s draw some boundaries for our guide.
When we say “SEO software suite,” we mean technologies that perform
at least the majority of the following:
Keyword opportunity research
Keyword rank tracking
Universal search analysis
Page reporting and recommendations
Content optimization recommendations
Competitor tracking and analysis
Backlink analysis
Site crawl functionality
Technical SEO crawling and recommendations
Social media metric tracking
Analytics integrations
That is a broad spectrum of capabilities, but it is what modern marketers require 			
of an SEO software suite.
It is also worth stating that no SEO platform is the standout performer in every single
one of these areas.
Where a platform perhaps falls short of being the industry leader, search marketers
may want to complement their SEO software suite with a specialized tool to
compensate for this.
Ultimately, this guide will highlight the areas in which each platform excels, to help you
navigate this competitive landscape.
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Botify
Botify’s DNA is in technical SEO, which has won the platform a significant
number of fans in the advanced SEO community.
Along with its proprietary crawling tools that use log file data to analyze search
engine behavior, Botify also manages to provide user-friendly dashboards that
tie technical SEO fixes to business performance.
Historically, that has been the SEO equivalent of squaring the circle.
However, technical SEO remains absolutely fundamental to improved website
performance.
A tool like Botify helps get those essential messages across.
The platform has developed into a full-service SEO software suite that goes
beyond technical SEO to provide content recommendations and track social
media metrics.
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The core Botify Analytics product that uses the company’s proprietary crawler to
report on site performance is now tied to Botify Keywords, a new product that
reveals the rankings impact of SEO and content issues.
Botify Keywords pulls queries from Google Search Console and will surely
benefit from the recent GSC upgrades.
As an SEO software suite, Botify has entered the market in a different way than
the other platforms in this guide.
Where others have started as rank trackers that branched out into intent signals
and content idea generation, Botify is a technical SEO software that is building
organically on that platform over time.
All of these areas combine to create an advanced SEO strategy, but it is worth
noting where Botify’s core strengths lie in comparison with the competition.
That means you may want a specialist content marketing platform to complement
your Botify license, rather than using Botify to cover every aspect of your SEO
campaigns.
Unique Selling Points:
Exceptional technical SEO analysis, including a crawl budget report and 		
log file analyzer.
Botify Keywords helps to tie technical SEO to performance improvements.
Frequency of crawls and availability of data are both at a very high level.
The ability to segment website content and isolate issues is invaluable.
Intuitive dashboards that communicate technical issues to non-technical 		
audiences.
(Disclaimer: The author has a business relationship with Botify.)
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BrightEdge
BrightEdge has gone through a number of evolutions over the past decade, most
recently seen in its move into AI-assisted content generation.
The core BrightEdge product is its rank tracking software, which updates weekly
and produces automated reports that can be customized to each brand’s needs.
This is complemented by the StoryBuilder, which helps marketers to make sense
out of the masses of data available in such a platform.
Perhaps the real game-changer for BrightEdge in the last few years has been the
creation of the DataCube.
DataCube makes use of BrightEdge’s own index to suggest new keyword ideas
and also creates an overview of SEO visibility over time.
The latest AI-driven innovations in the platform include an Insights product that
automatically surfaces new site developments for marketers, and a new content
platform that can optimize content as it is being created.
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With integrations available for a range of analytics software packages,
BrightEdge is undoubtedly a leading contender for enterprise sites.
BrightEdge covers a significant number of the bases in our initial list of criteria –
and new innovations are frequently released.

One point to consider for the largest sites out there will be cost, as many
BrightEdge packages are based on the number of keywords tracked.
As we move into a mobile-first, highly localized, personalized version of
organic search, monthly fees for a BrightEdge license can grow quite quickly for
marketers in need of accurate tracking across devices and territories.
Tracking a query on desktop and on mobile will count as two keywords from
your total allocation, for example.
Furthermore, it is worth corroborating some of the findings in BrightEdge with
other tools.
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The technical SEO recommendations are somewhat limited and rankings are
pulled weekly, based on normalized values from a number of crawls over that
period. In the case of the latter, you can end up with a ranking position that does
not tell the full story.
Rankings can be pulled daily and at a local level, but again this typically comes
at an extra cost.
Those are not hesitations about the platform’s technological capabilities, but they
are worth bearing in mind for marketers looking for an all-in-one SEO platform.
BrightEdge does a lot of things – and does them well – but it is still a good idea
to use specialist tools for technical SEO and backlink analysis.
Unique Selling Points:
Intuitive, customizable dashboards with many API integrations available.
Can track rankings in more than 76,000 locations.
DataCube is great for keyword and competitor research.
Universal search rank tracking is very useful.
Latest AI-driven developments could prove invaluable for time-poor digital
marketers.
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Conductor
Conductor is another enterprise-level software that has developed significantly
beyond its initial offering as a rank tracking platform.
In terms of its positioning in a crowded market, Conductor’s focus has shifted
slightly more toward the understanding of audience intent and the importance of
strategic insight for SEO performance.
Many of the dashboards within this platform are devised with the aim of
helping you prioritize your workloads and emphasize the areas that will drive
performance.
I have always found that Conductor excels in its usefulness as an SEO platform.
That may seem a trite and vague observation, but it is perhaps the most fitting
phrase.
When working on an SEO campaign, I can use Conductor to get things done.
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Of course, it may just be that it tallies well with my particular way of working, but
it has the feel of a technology built by SEO pros to help others overcome daily
challenges.
For example, Conductor has tools that map content to a particular phase in the
purchase journey, highlighting where a site performs well and poorly. This leads
to actionable insights through a simple but effective visualization.

Conductor does not excel when it comes to technical SEO analysis, although it is
possible to integrate the tool with DeepCrawl.
It should also be paired with a specialist backlink tracking tool, as this could be
considered one of Conductor’s blind spots.
Furthermore, it is arguable that Conductor’s performance dashboards are not
quite as visceral and effective as those of Searchmetrics and BrightEdge, when it
comes to driving home the top-line numbers.
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Overall, however, Conductor offers a sophisticated package that nurtures
a healthy approach to organic search, beginning with a more nuanced
understanding of consumer intent.
Unique Selling Points:
Insightful audience and content planning tools.
Dashboards help to visualize and simplify the SEO and content marketing 		
work flow.
The Business Case tool is handy when trying to demonstrate SEO potential 		
to senior management.
Lots of integrations with external Analytics and SEO technologies.
Support for over 100 international markets.
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Moz Pro
Moz Pro is one of the most popular all-in-one SEO software suite contenders,
and for good reason.
Signing up for a license provides access to:
A backlink checker (Open Site Explorer).
A rank tracking tool (Rank Tracker).
An on-page analyzer (On-Page Grader)
And quite a few other helpful tools.
Moz Keyword Explorer is perhaps the highlight and is the newest addition to this
particular software suite.
I particularly like this tool for keyword research as it fits in with the new
landscape of obscured search volumes and topic-driven content generation.
While still sticking to the SEO fundamental of pinpointing search queries to
target, Keyword Explorer goes further to suggest new topics and highlight their
level of priority for the business in question.
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These keywords can then be added to the Moz Rank Tracker, allowing marketers
to keep track of their progress.
Where is Moz a little weaker than the competition?
Given the significance of backlink analysis for SEO performance, it would be
advisable to pair Moz with a tool like Ahrefs or Majestic.
None of these tools lay claim to a “full” index of URLs and there is significant
overlap between them, but the differences are significant enough to merit the use
of more than one backlink checker.
Moreover, some of the tools (such as Moz Local) are best used for sites with a
smaller footprint, as a license will only provide access to a limited number of
locations or keywords.
Nonetheless, a Moz Pro subscription starts at just $99 per month, making it a
worthy addition to your SEO toolbox
Unique Selling Points:
Access to a range of SEO tools at a reasonably low cost.
Moz Keyword Explorer is a fantastic tool for keyword research and SERP 		
analysis.
Open Site Explorer remains a useful competitor analysis tool.
Moz’s proprietary metrics, such as Domain Authority, are illuminating for 		
SEO strategies.
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Searchmetrics
Berlin-based Searchmetrics provides a variety of SEO solutions, ranging
from the entry-level Searchmetrics Essentials through to the enterprise-ready
Searchmetrics Suite.
The tool is packed with proprietary metrics, including a visibility score.
You can see the historical organic search visibility for a site based on its ranking
positions and the search volumes tied to those rankings.
Searchmetrics allows for an at-a-glance assessment of SEO performance and is
particularly helpful when used for competitive analysis.
Essentially, it helps us answer those perennial-but-painful questions like, ‘Is our
SEO working?’
A host of new innovations in the areas of mobile, content, and local search have
developed Searchmetrics into a comprehensive SEO software suite that helps
marketers understand what impact their activities are having.
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The Mobile App Rankings feature should prove very valuable, as it provides
insight into rankings on both Android and iOS across paid and organic listings.
This is an important aspect of the mobile-first landscape, but not one into which
we have always had the clearest of views.

With support for more than 100 international markets, Searchmetrics is also a
good option if you manage campaigns across a long list of markets.
As with the other companies in this guide, there are trade-offs within this tool.
Undoubtedly, Searchmetrics is a great SEO platform for data-driven marketers
that want to see the bigger picture and also dig into the details.
The keyword discovery tools within Searchmetrics are not as sophisticated as
those available from other platforms, however.
Also, Searchmetrics is lacking in its ability to generate the more creative aspects
of SEO, such as content marketing and link building campaign ideas. That isn’t
to say that it lacks entirely in these areas, but it is fair to say that Searchmetrics
provides less intuitive support for these areas of organic search.
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On the whole, Searchmetrics is an indispensable platform for many in the SEO
industry, both for the reliability of its data and the competitive insights it can
provide instantly.
Unique Selling Points:
Huge repository of data (over 250 billion data points, according to the 		
company’s official figures).
Intuitive dashboards for monitoring SEO performance.
Paid search features are helpful for managing SEO and SEM campaigns 		
together.
Renewed focus on content marketing and mobile SEO.
Rank tracking available in over 100 countries.

Summary
SEO software suites have diversified their offerings in line with the increased
complexity of a modern organic search campaign.
All of the technologies above do a good job of covering the essentials: rank
tracking, competitor analysis, and content recommendations.
However, agencies will start to notice distinctions among the platforms on closer
investigation.
While no platform is the standout performer in every area of organic search,
each contains impressive capabilities and excels in at least a few categories.
Some of these software suites contain more sophisticated technical SEO analysis,
for example, while others place the onus on advanced content marketing
capabilities.
The important thing for agencies is to enter this assessment with a clear idea of
where their priorities lie.
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7 Essential
SEO Browser
Extensions &
Plugins

written by

dave davies

T

he vast majority of people use browsers to access the
web.

But most SEO professionals take it a step further and use
those same browsers to do a lot more.
In fact, some of the most important tools in my arsenal are
my browser and its extensions.
So, let’s dive right in and see what we can do with them.
And the best part is, all of them are free.
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1. Ghost Browser
Ghost Browser is built on Chrome so everything available to you there is
available in Ghost Browser… and more.
The biggest reason I switched to Ghost Browser is for what they call “sessions.”
Essentially a session is a fresh instance of Chrome that operates within new
windows or even tab(s).
In the image above, you’ll see there are four different colored tabs, each with a
different site up.
Each of these colors represents a session and they’re independent, which is why
one of them is not logged in, one can be logged in, and another is logged in
from a different location.
You can run multiple tabs for each session.
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So, for example, I can be logged into one session as me to manage an
AdWords campaign but also logged in through a different account to access the
client’s analytics and Search Console (where they aren’t controlled by the same
account).
Similarly, each session can be used to log into different social accounts, etc.
Ghost Browser also has Tasks. Essentially, you can save sets of tabs with their
login state as a project and not have to log in and out or open all the different
tab sets you likely regularly do each time you need to access them.
The free version supports three sessions at a time – so even it is three times better
than what you’re likely currently working with.
There is a pro version. I found it worth the investment based on my usage, you
may not.
Either way, after using the free version for a bit you’ll wonder how you ever
survived without it.
Note: I also discussed Ghost Browser in my article on non-SEO tools for the
SEO.
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2. Chrome Developer Tools
There is virtually no way I could cover all the features, functions, and uses of
Chrome Developer Tools in this article.
The tool is built into Chrome and is accessed via Chrome Menu > More tools >
Developer tools.
Easily the most common tasks I use it for is to find code, determine the size of
elements, and troubleshoot them.
As illustrated in the image above, the tool allows you to hover over and select
an element on a given webpage and it will display its code and (in this case) the
computed output characteristics.
You can even adjust the code right in the Developer Tools to see how it would
render prior to making the changes to the live site. You can do this on the desktop
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site or set it to render the page as it would on many popular mobile devices.
This isn’t the most advanced of its functionality, which includes various speed,
security, and troubleshooting capabilities ranging from generating waterfalls of
resource load times to indicating which resources are slowing down the site load.
The advantage to all this vs. some of the other online tools you might use?
The results are real world.
That is, you’re seeing how your browser on your connection is impacted by the
resources being loaded.
Read the tool’s page and explore. There’s a ton in there.
When you know what data you have access to, you’ll know where to look when
you need answers to related questions.
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3. SEO Quake
SEO Quake is a classic among the extensions and plugins used by SEO pros – and for
good reason.
Essentially, SEO Quake gives rapid access to an array of data that we all want.
On any given webpage a simple click to pull in the metrics will list backlinks data,
cache dates, indexing information, and more.
With a couple extra clicks you gain access to the internal and external backlinks data,
keyword density information (if you’re interested in that), and a ton of information
regarding the use of Schema, heading tags, metas and more.
SEO Quake is not a replacement for site audit and analysis tools but gives an excellent
quick snapshot of a page’s information.
Perfect when you need just some limited info or are on a phone call and need to pull
up some core metrics.
It even ties in with SEMrush to yield some basic traffic stats as well – handy for
competitor research, especially when considering new content strategies.
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4. User-Agent Switcher
This is extremely helpful when developing new sites – especially when that site is
built using less predictable technologies.
Essentially User-Agent Switcher is exactly what it sounds like: an easy to set up
plugin that switches the user agent info sent allowing you to view a site as a
different browser or bot.
I can’t count the number of times I’ve used it to troubleshoot crawl issues or
uncover differences in how Googlebot is viewing a page versus a browser.
Obviously, it can also be helpful when determining how a site will load with
different browsers or operating systems as well.
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5. Tag Assistant
Google Tag Assistant is an extremely useful tool, especially for those who use
Google Tag Manager.
It can also be handy when you simply need to identify issues with analytics or
other tracking codes (AdWords, etc.)
The icon for the extension changes color depending on whether there are issues
detected and makes note of the issues when clicked.
Search Engine Journal gets a green light, as illustrated above, but warnings
and errors get reported when there are duplicate or empty tags or tags not
configured properly.
Tag Assistant also reports on duplicate or analytics code issues.
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It handily lets you record a session allowing you to navigate paths within your
site (or other’s) and then review the recording to find errors and issues.
It’s an invaluable troubleshooting tool across an array of scenarios.
Here’s Google’s video outlining some of its core features:

play video
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6. Show Title Tag
By no means a critical plugin but a handy one, Show Title Tag simply displays the
page title within the browser.
You can move it to any of the corners of the browser and the red text indicates
where it’s likely to be cut off in search results.
It’s helpful when viewing competitors’ sites to quickly seeing how they’re doing
their titling beyond the short snippet that would appear in the tab and without
viewing the source or opening Developer Tools.
This plugin is also helpful when you’re navigating your own site, highlighting
instances where your title might be too long.
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7. Ghost Proxy Control
The Ghost Proxy Control extension comes pre-loaded with Ghost Browser.
Basically, you can add your proxies in and access them easily via the extension.
One of the big perks to the combo of Ghost Browser and Ghost Proxy Control is
that you can load different proxies into different session and basically have a tab
for each location.
I’ve found this incredibly useful for checking SERP results from various location
and having the ability to view them at the same time, side by side.
It’s specifically interesting for local SEO.
The ability to check not just rankings from different locations but compare easily
how the layout might differ.
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The control allows for a proxy to be assigned to a single tab or an entire session
(indicated by multiple tabs of the same color).
While the extension is free, proxies generally are not.
Although free proxies are available, I pay about $20 per month for 10
dedicated proxies.

Conclusion
There are definitely more browser extensions and plugins than what I’ve included
on this list of essentials.
However, most of those require subscriptions, are too similar to one of those
noted above, or don’t apply to the duties of virtually every SEO pro I know.
For example, Moz and BuzzSumo have great extensions. But they can be quite
frustrating unless you have a paid subscription.
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8 of the Best
SEO Project
Management Tools

written by

anna crowe

T

rue story: My first job out of college was as a junior account
executive at a local ad agency.

I managed anywhere from 7-10 clients at a time. From
responding to client emails, ghostwriting email responses for my
senior account executive, creating and pitching presentations,
coordinating efforts between our teams, and the usual coffee runs,
I did it all.
Can you guess how I kept this all organized?
A legal pad.
If these project management tools had existed in 2010, I may have
spared myself hours of crying in the parking lot fist-pumping to
gangster rap and daydreaming about how I’m going to quit my
job.
But, how do you know which project management tool is best for
managing SEO?
Lucky for you, I’ve got the inside scoop.
I’ve tested, failed, and succeeded with various project
management tools.
So, thanks to a little help from my fellow Search Engine Journal
writers and readers, here are eight essential project management
tools for SEO.
The search ends now.
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1. Asana
With so many SEO project management tools on the market, how are you
supposed to choose just one?
From Google Docs to Slack to Basecamp — heck, even Linkio manages your link
building — there is a tool for just about everything.
Your choice of project management tool really depends on what tools you like to
use and what you want to accomplish for your clients.
But what happens when you have zero budget?
Enter: Asana.
While Asana isn’t new, it’s completely free with unlimited tasks and to-do lists.
Asana is my personal choice for managing SEO projects.
I don’t use Asana because I have to. I use it because I like to.
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Features
By allowing users to create lists,
set reminders, assign tasks to
projects, manage due dates,
including team members, and
communicate via comments.
Asana is a great one-stopshop for SEO teams looking to
manage their workflow while
adhering to deadlines.
Asana integrates with thirdparty tools, such as Google
Drive or Dropbox, which makes
integration seamless. Users can
also refer back to previously
completed tasks and easily
adjust due dates while including
the additional functionality of
creating recurring reminders.
Managers can assign team
members to specific projects to
ensure that employees are only
focused on tasks that pertain
to them specifically, which
ultimately allows for increased
productivity and decreased
confusion.

Cost
The Asana app and website is
free to use.
The free version allows up
to 15 users to create an
unlimited number of tasks and
projects while having a basic
dashboard and search access.
For $6.25 per month, teams
can have an unlimited number
of users as well as advanced
features like additional
dashboard and search
capabilities and more. For
much larger organizations,
there is an enterprise version as
well.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
Asana can be a majorly
awesome tool if you’re looking to
better organize your processes.
In either a large or small team,
deadlines and details can get
lost resulting in missed deadlines.

“Collaboration with
team members.
Timeframe. Scope
management.
Transparency.
Working with client
dev teams”

Asana’s user-friendly and
streamlined approach will help
teams to delegate the work,
never miss a deadline, and disseminate the necessary support
documents to the correct tasks and users.

Dawn Anderson, managing director at Move It Marketing, uses
Asana with TeamWork, Basecamp, Trello, and TeamGantt, for
multiple uses including, “Collaboration with team members.
Timeframe. Scope management. Transparency. Working with client
dev teams.”
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2. Basecamp
Having been around for over a decade, Basecamp is considered a reliable tool
that excels at giving organizations a high-level view of their teams.
Like Asana, Basecamp can help monitor tracking, but also offers additional
features like direct messaging chats, centralized document storage, and a
scheduling tool.
Basecamp aims to take on Slack, Asana, Google Drive, and Dropbox by
melding all of their competitors into one robust management tool.
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Features
Designed with the harried
business person in mind,
Basecamp helps managers and
team members stay on top of
their professional lives. The app
boasts that users will no longer
drown in a sea of emails as that
feature is already embedded
into the app.
Additionally, the scheduling
and tracking features help
ensure teams never again miss a
deadline.
Another interesting component
of Basecamp is that managers
can eliminate the need for
“check-in” meetings by sending
an automated message daily to
employees that ask for a recap
of what they accomplished that
day. Then employees can “tag”
teammates in their recaps to
explain what they need help
with or what they finished.

Cost
A unique feature of Basecamp
is that the app doesn’t charge
for an increase in the number of
users or projects. So unlike some
of its peers, Basecamp charges
a flat-fixed fee of $99 a month
for a team, no matter the size.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
Managing a client’s SEO consists
of many different timelines and
action items. Keeping track of
client emails, meetings, and central
documents is a full-time job.
By offering one of the best allencompassing software solutions,
Basecamp helps busy SEO pros
stay on top of their entire business
by more efficiently checking in with
their team and deadlines in one
easy to use the app.

“Basecamp is our
primary means
of communication
with clients, for any
deliverable, it allows
an easy way to track
the conversation
and adjust docs
accordingly.”

Casie Gillette, senior director of digital marketing at KoMarketing,
uses Basecamp mainly for communicating to clients.
“Basecamp is our primary means of communication with clients,”
Gillette said. “For any deliverable, it allows an easy way to track the
conversation and adjust docs accordingly.”
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3. Linkio
Only available since September 2017, Linkio is one of the latest SEO project
management tools to hit the market.
This service helps to track link building tasks, which is a cornerstone activity for
many SEO professionals.
By allowing users to plan, track, automate, and report on link building
campaigns, teams can quickly use the software to help make a major impact.
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Features

Cost

If you just can’t yet let go of
the Google Sheets tracking
methods, you will find it
refreshing that Linkio doesn’t
swear off all spreadsheets.

Although the app is new, and
therefore fewer people can
vouch for it, there is no real
downside to giving it a try
thanks to its affordable price.

Instead, the software is
linked to Google Sheets,
allowing users to still use the
technology they are already
familiar with while removing
some of the user error
commonly associated with
spreadsheet tracking.

Because the app is in its
beta phase, it’s free and the
company maintains there will
always be a free version, even
after its beta testing phase.

Another benefit of Linkio is its
ability to help team members
increase productivity by
helping them no matter what
stage of the cycle they’re
currently involved with.
Whether an employee is
focused on anchor text
planning, campaign setup,
delivery management, or
another task, Linkio has the
ability to help manage no
matter where in the process
they are.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
As it is geared towards link building, the app was created with SEO
professionals in mind.
By focusing on a specific aspect of SEO, Linkio was designed to
help marketing professionals improve their management of all link
building activities, no matter where in the search marketing cycle
they occur.
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4. Trello
Touted as one of the best collaborative project management tools, Trello helps
users to better manage their SEO projects and teams one board at a time.
By making it easy to add tasks, due dates, team members, and comments, users
can become more organized while still allowing for a high level of flexibility.
Plus, it won our #SEJSurveySays. Take a look:
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Features

Cost

One of the advantages of Trello
is that teams can manage their
workflow in an extremely visual
way.

Like some of the previously
mentioned apps, there is a
free version which is capped
at a 10MB limit when it comes
to documents and uploads.

Groups can add “Trello Cards”
to “Trello Boards” and easily
assign team members, due
dates, as well as attachments.
The interface looks more like a
bulletin board, which might be
useful if you’re used to writing
out tasks by hand.

For small teams, this free
version allows for unlimited
boards. For $9.99 a month,
Trello gives users an unlimited
number of “power-ups,” the
option to attach up to 250MB
in files and more.

Another key feature of Trello is
the ability to follow a workflow
from start to finish by easily
advancing a card as it adapts
throughout the process.
For example, content creators
can benefit hugely by marking
a piece of content as done for
each step throughout each part
of the content creation process.
As an article is written, it can
be tracked as it advances from
writing, editing, and posting in a
visual way by moving the project
card through its various stages
of completion. You can see how
Buffer uses Trello.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
Are you responsible for
several different projects all for
one customer? If so, the visual
management of Trello makes it
easy for to see where they are
in terms of their progress. And,
it’s great for managing your
content strategy.

“We use Trello
for managing our
personal and team
tasks, Basecamp for
communicating with
clients and Slack
for communicating
internally. “

“We use Trello for managing
our personal and team tasks, Basecamp for communicating with
clients and Slack for communicating internally,” said Julia Shaffer,
an SEO associate at Knucklepuck. “The three tools work well
together to create an efficient work environment!”
By easily moving Trello cards around, you can copy a similar task
for a new project or show the project’s progression while keeping
track of client notes.
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5. Slack
Imagine, for a second, that a tool existed that allowed you to never have to
check your work email – ever again. Would you use it? (Raises hand).
Slack is a communication platform that allows you to chat with other
team members, clients, your mom, whoever! It’s an awesome SEO project
management tool because Slack integrates with other project management tools
like Asana and Trello.
My favorite part about Slack?
Slackbot.
Slackbot is like your own personal assistant. I can set reminders, create
automated responses, and answer questions.
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Features
Slackbot isn’t the only project
management feature for
Slack. With Slack, you can
create separate channels
to communicate to other
marketers or chat with clients.
And, many use Slack for
community management.
You can also set reminders.
Simply type /remind in a
channel and Slackbot will
send you a reminder at the
day and time you specify.
For those of you who enjoy
checking things off your list,
Slack has a To Do bot that
lets you keep your checklist
within Slack.

Cost
Good things often come
with price tags, but with
Slack, it’s free for most
businesses. But, if you want
to upgrade, Slack offers an
$8 per month and $15 per
month plan based on your
needs.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
No matter how much or little
money you have to invest in SEO,
Slack has helped businesses of all
sizes keep their hard-earned cash
because the majority of features are
available with the free plan.

“We use Slack
for internal
messaging among
employees to
quickly share
links, graphics,
and to schedule a
meeting”

With Slack, you can create
channels to communicate directly
with your SEO clients so you can
gain back that time you would spend in hour-long meetings and
10+ email threads.

“We use Slack for internal messaging among employees to
quickly share links, graphics, and to schedule a meeting,” said
Jack Nolan, Digital Marketing Strategist. “We use Flow for project
management including project delegation and following up on
tasks and processes. Slack and Flow are great because they stress
communication, which is the most common hurdle in SEO project
management.”
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6. Google Calendar
For most of us, Google Calendar is a necessary evil. Regardless of how much
you use your calendar, having ongoing Google calendar date with your clients
or bossman is an inevitable part of the marketing game.
If you fall in the anti-Google Calendar camp, there’s always Microsoft Office
365 that offer similar features.
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Features
Investing in the right calendar tool
can bring your SEO work to life
for a client that might not be SEO
savvy. It’s a necessity; missing
a meeting or deadline doesn’t
boast well for client relations.
Many SEO pros prefer Google
Calendar because it allows
them to give each project its
own calendar and name. For
example, I use a format “201802 Monthly SEO Pow Wow” so
my clients can quickly scan their
calendar and know that it’s time
for our monthly check-in.
Google Calendar also has
some pretty awesome sharing
functionalities. As part of my
onboarding process, I typically
ask my clients to share their work
calendar with me so I can easily
book meetings if needed.
One of my favorite features with
Google Calendar is the ability
to use hashtags. With hashtags,
I can search my calendar
database for time/date stamps
and export as a PDF.

Cost
The easy-to-use Google
Calendar costs absolutely
nothing, making them perfect
for SEO agencies on a budget.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
Half the battle of organizing your SEO projects is finding the right
tool for scheduling meetings with clients, reminders, and managing
the project schedule.
Sure, I could keep using an excel document, but haphazardly
handling deadlines and expectations is no way to keep a client
coming back. Instead, I use Google Calendar to get my SEO jobs
done.
And, it works great as a marketing calendar.
The majority of my clients use Google Calendar and plus, it
integrates nicely with my Asana tasks.
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7. TeamWork
Chances are you’ve probably already done a free trial of some of the tools listed
above.
But, you’re still reading this for a reason. You want to find The One. Your SEO
project management soulmate. The tool you could commit to for life.
And, for me, TeamWork is the one and only project management tool I
recommend for SEO agencies. It’s my ride-or-die choice.
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Features
Because agencies are going to
need flexibility with the number
of users, TeamWork allows you
to have an unlimited amount of
users and multiple people on one
task.
The ability to have more than one
person on one task is a downfall
of my first place, Asana.
TeamWork also integrates with
Google Drive, OneDrive Box,
and Dropbox for file storage.
And, it works well with your
accounting software like Harvest,
Freshbooks, and Xero, which
makes invoicing clients much
easier.
The best feature about
TeamWork? Repeating tasks.
And, I’m not the only one who
uses TeamWork that way.
“Primarily for assigning tasks
to both myself as well as key
stakeholders and to organize
campaign activities and assets,”
said Marc Nashaat. “I use
milestones to denote high-

level initiatives and create
associated task lists that detail
more granular components of
those initiatives. The task lists
are also useful for repetitive
efforts and on-boarding
activities.”
For SEO agencies I’ve worked
for in the past, I’ve helped
set-up templates within
in TeamWork that can be
repeated for specific SEO
projects.
For example, if you’re writing
a blog post that is targeting
a featured snippet, you can
create subtasks within that
blog post for steps you need
to take to achieve that coveted
position zero.
These templates can be cloned
for new clients.
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Cost
Affordable with competitive
integrations, this TeamWork also
wields the power of the free
plan.
From 100MB file space with 5
users and 2 active projects, this
free plan should be enough for
you.
When you’re ready to spread
your wings, TeamWork offers a
paid plan for $9 a month. This
plan comes jam-packed with
100GM of file space, up to 100
users, and unlimited projects
making it affordable for most
SEO agencies.

Why It’s Good
for SEO Pros
At some point, if you’re a baller,
your SEO agency is going to
outgrow the limitations of an
Asana or Basecamp. And, if
you’re a remote SEO agency, you
need to make sure your project
management tools are on point.
Kyle Faber, an SEO consultant in
Milwaukee, uses Teamwork mostly
for team collaboration.

“Teamwork
is great for
collaboration and
communication.
“Audits, reporting, task
management, collaboration. All
play different roles in getting
things done,” he said. “Teamwork
is great for collaboration and
communication. Trekking helps
keep boards, cards, and tasks
organized (teamwork has this
also, but isn’t as smooth, IMO),
and sheets help keep our data
and needs organized beyond
how task management works. We
also use Google Docs as well.”
TeamWork not only provides a
better solution for your employees
but for your clients.
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8. Google Docs
Working on your SEO projects in Google Docs is the easiest way to to make
yourself feel like an Excel genius with knowledge of pivot tables and formulas
without actually having to know how to do them.
Easy-to-use interface and shared cheat sheets from other SEO pros, make
Google Docs a go-to for project planning. (Tell me you miss those days of the
#DIV/0! error and I’ll beat Takeru Kobayashi’s hot dog eating contest numbers.)
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Features

Cost

With Google Docs, you can do
a site audit like Annie Cushing,
create an agile SEO project like
Distilled, or do some long-tail
keyword research like Mitch
Monsen.

Surprise, it’s free! No gimmicks,
no surprises. If you have a
Gmail account, you already
have access to Google Docs.

But, I have to say one of the best
features of Google Docs is the
Add-Ons.
The Add-Ons allows you to
automate the SEO reporting and
research process.
For example, Search Analytics
for Sheets is my most commonly
used tool in Google Docs. It’s a
Chrome extension that pulls data
from Google Search Console
directly into your sheet. So, no
more CVS file downloads or
manual copy and pasting.
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Why It’s Good for SEO Pros
Between the cloud collaboration
functionality and the SEO-specific
Add-Ons, it’s hard to find anyone who
doesn’t use Google Docs.

“We use a super
powerful, fully
automated,
custom Google
Sheets tool
for project
management”

“We use a super powerful, fully
automated, custom Google Sheets tool
for project management,” said Lucy
Kirkness, director and head of SEO
at Pandable. “We have a set of sheets which ‘talk to each other’ to
manage all tasks, deliverables, action items, and hands off client
campaign reporting. The Google Sheets PM tool also leverages
Google Drive for client management, file storage, and reporting.

“Google Sheets is the best tool for our agency as it is fully
customizable with endless options for integrating APIs and
automation (unlike many project management software). We spend
most of our time in Gmail, Gcal, or Gdrive, so this solution enables
us to integrate all of our day-to-day processes and communication.
Oh, and it’s free!”
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Bonus: More SEO Project
Management Tools
While I listed the majority of project management tools that I’ve worked with in
the past for SEO projects, I did get a chance to connect with a few other SEO
pros on their favorite project management tools.
Yoav Rheims, webmaster at TestPrep, is a big advocate for Microsoft Office 365.
“I am using these tools to plan reports, checking audits for some tests I made
(A/B, technical, etc.),” Rheims said. “Also, love Office 365 for the one price
to get enough tools for my team to work together and how easy it became to
connect external tools to Microsoft’s own ones.”
And, Milos Dosen, regional manager at Dejan SEO, uses Freedcamp for his daily
project management.
“We now use Freedcamp for task management,” Dosen said. “It gave us a
solution to combine the flow we liked in Trello with the task set up that we love in
Basecamp.”
I’ve never had experience with Freedcamp, but the tool does offer the same
benefits of the other free tools list above.
In case you want to try something new, here are a few honorable mentions:
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So, What Are the Best SEO Project
Management Tools?
If my legal pad was a $1 soft taco after a long work week, any of these project
management tools is burrito and margarita on a three-day weekend.
Like a reset button for my daily routine, these project management tools make
every second of working on my SEO clients tastier.
Is there a world of difference in each SEO project management tool? Not really.
Are they all efficient and easy-to-use to use leaving you more time to work on
what really matters for your SEO clients? Definitely.
Keep in mind that all of these project management tools are not for everyone.
While Asana, Basecamp, Linkio, and Trello offer different features, they all strive
to make it just a little easier for an SEO marketer to do their job.
However, I’ve found the best SEO project management tools for me are a
combination of Slack, Google Calendar, Google Docs, and Asana.
Whether you’re an experienced SEO or you’re new to the business, try out the
above project management tools and see how it helps your business.
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Using Excel for
SEO: 5 Essential
Tips & Tricks You
Might Not Know

written by

jenny halasz

E

xcel is beloved by most SEO professionals – and by many
paid aficionados, too.

Of all the SEO tools I use on a daily basis, few are more
powerful or more versatile than spreadsheets.
While Word, PowerPoint, and Access have their little
idiosyncrasies and challenges in daily work, Excel has stood the
test of time and continues to be just as valuable as it has ever
been.
There is simply no easier way to sort and categorize data
quickly with so little input required.
I use Excel daily to sort lists:
Keyword lists alphabetically.
Revenue reports by most revenue earned.
Pages by highest bounce rate.
And every other thing you can think of or sort by.
Excel is also great for de-duplicating lists. You can easily take
a huge list of data, like inbound links, and sort it and remove all
the duplicates with a few clicks.
Pivot tables are phenomenal for categorizing and recategorizing data sets with many values. Want to know how
many people clicked on a particular keyword from a particular
referral source by the date they clicked? There’s a pivot table for
that.

And the VLOOKUP command is a poor man’s database, perfect
for combining lists from multiple places quickly without having to
enter all of the data into a cumbersome tool like Access.
Chances are, you already know all these tricks.
So what follows are some things you might not know you can do
with Excel.
Note: While this chapter focuses on Excel, you can perform most
of these tasks in any spreadsheet program, including Google
Sheets.
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1. Wildcards
Excel supports the * command as a wildcard.
If you want to cut off part of a data set, it’s easy to do.
For example, let’s say you have a very large list of links but you only want one
sample URL from each domain.
After you find/replace for http:// and https://, you can reduce every single
URL to only its top-level domain by finding and replacing for /* – the star is a
wildcard that removes everything after the first backslash.
If you want the backslash left on, replace for /.
If you want the / gone, replace for an empty field.
Then you can use that de-duplication function to remove all but one example of
every URL.
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2. LEN
This one counts the number of characters in the string.
This is great for checking the length of titles or meta descriptions. But it can also
be used to bring the longest string to the top.
Taking the previous example, let’s say you wanted one sample URL from each
domain that you deduplicated, but you wanted an interior page instead of just
the top level domain.
You’d take the same steps as above, but instead of editing the URLs in place,
you’d copy them to a new column (Source Domain) and edit those instead.
Then, use LEN to find the character length of the Source URL and sort by Col A
ascending and Col B descending.
That will bring the longest URL for each domain to the top of the list and then
when you de-duplicate, it will save the first instance of that domain – the longest
URL.
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3. Text to Columns
Text to columns is another brilliant feature of Excel.
You’ve probably used it to make a .csv file useful, by delimiting the data by
commas. But did you know you can actually delimit any character you want?
I use this all the time to delimit by the backslash.
This is a terrific way to take an output from Screaming Frog or another crawler
and quickly build out a visual architecture map.
By putting each subfolder in its own column, you can use a pivot table to find out
exactly how many pages are in each level, then use the data from the pivot table
to quickly build a visual map in something like Visio.
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4. Find
The Find function is one of the most useful functions in Excel.
You can use it to eliminate things from lists of keywords.
For example, let’s say you have a huge list of keywords and you want to find
things that only contain one version of a word (useful when categorizing).
You would start a new column, then use this formula where “word” is the word
you want to find.
=FIND(“word”,B2,1)
This will show you the character count at which that word starts, and an error if
the word isn’t there at all… like this list where I looked for anything with “mixed”:
Just sort by the “Sort” column descending, and you’ll bring all the keywords that
contain “mixed” to the top of the list.
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5. Concatenation
Concatenation is great for putting together simple rows of data, but it’s even
better for automating the creation of a lot of URLs.
Let’s say you wanted to search a lot of sites to see if a particular keyword was
in text on that site… maybe you’re doing a link audit and you need to see if your
client’s domain name appears anywhere on a list of sites.
You could (theoretically) concatenate a simple list of commands that you could
then run in a crawler like Screaming Frog to see if there are any results.
So, hypothetically speaking, you would do this:
Take the command you need to add and put it into a row in excel.
Let’s say the site is motorola.com, and you’re looking for the word “motorola” on
a lot of websites, one of which is www.cnn.com.
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Put the site you are searching on in A1. You’ll use this command in Excel:
=”https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3A”&A1&”%20motorola”
If each row in column A has a new value in it, then in theory, you could have a
full set of Google commands to put in list mode in Screaming Frog.
Using the Custom configuration, you could look for any results that had “No
results found for” motorola.com in the code.
This is all theoretical, of course, because scraping Google is a violation of their
terms of service.

Summary
Hopefully now you see many uses for Excel that are beyond the standard
mathematical and accounting uses.
Excel is simply the best and fastest way to slice and dice small data sets, and an
essential SEO tool that belongs in your arsenal.
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